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There has been a lot of discussion recently about the
meal kit business and what it could mean for the traditional
grocery sector. From a competitive standpoint, meal kit
providers package up all the ingredients for a home prepared
meal and deliver them to your door at relatively low cost,
presenting an opportunity for non-traditional players to get
into the market of providing meals, just as grocers do, but with a lot more convenience.

In the U.S., Blue Apron has become one of the leaders but both Walmart and
Kroger have been experimenting with the model. An online meal planning company,
eMeals recently introduced the first meal kit service integrated with Walmart
Grocery and Kroger ClickList, enabling one-click ordering for curbside pickup at the
date and time of the user’s choice. eMeals also offers a delivery option through a
separate partnership with Instacart. Many believe that Amazon’s next move could
also be with meal kits.  

In Canada, Chefs Plate, delivers pre-portioned, locally-sourced farm fresh ingredients
and easy-to-follow recipes in refrigerated kits right to its customers’ homes at $10.95 per
plate or less. The company was founded in 2014 and has grown to 125 employees. The
company claims, “to deliver nationally on freshness three times faster than the
grocery aisle” through its supply chain of Canadian growers, farmers and producers
that allows for food to go to customers’ kitchens within three days. The company is
already delivering over 100,000 meal-kits monthly and has extended delivery outside
of Ontario to B.C., Alberta and Manitoba. Clearly, Metro is considering its options in
this area with its recent purchase of food delivery service MissFresh.          

Grocers indeed are well positioned to dominate in this burgeoning new industry
by leveraging their existing business. After all, they have been in the business of
home meal replacement for years now, have the supply chain in place and the
necessary infrastructure, including prep areas and trained labour. Meal kits could
even incorporate branded products, providing an opportunity for suppliers to
enhance their brand equity in the business.

The only major challenge will be the delivery component. For retailers who can
solve that problem, a new profit centre will open and they will be able to distinguish
themselves from their competitors. 

Frank Yeo,
Publisher & Editor

Opportunity Knocks

publisher’s perspective

Robin Bradley

Associate Publisher &
National Account Manager

rbradley@mercurypublications.ca

Melanie Bayluk

Western Account 
Manager

mbayluk@mercurypublications.ca
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Vitala Foods Hatches New Free Bird Eggs 
Consumers can now taste a little freedom with the launch

of  Free Bird Eggs,  a new line of vitamin D fortified, free
range eggs. Produced by Vitala Foods in Abbotsford, Free
Bird Eggs are the only free-range eggs on the market to
contain 100 per cent of the daily dose of vitamin D in a sin-
gle egg.  Free Bird Eggs are produced by Vitala Foods in
partnership with local egg farmers who specialize in free
range farming methods that promote the humane treat-
ment of farm animals. Distribution partners in B.C. are
Golden Valley Foods, Dean Milkman Delivery and Star Egg in
Saskatchewan.

market update

GORP’s New Product – Already Award Winning!
- 2017 NEXTY Award Winner  

The Great GORP Project is one of only 21 winners of the
New Hope Network 2017 Expo East NEXTY Awards for out-
standing new products in the natural products industry.
GORP Protein Bar Ready Mix (Energy Bar Mix in Canada)
won for Best New Pantry Item. NEXTY Awards are given to
products that display the utmost in innovation, integrity
and inspiration and help forward the work of the natural
products industry to deliver more healthful, trusted and
sustainable products to consumers. 

GORP Protein Bar Ready Mix was one of 66 finalists
selected by a national panel of natural products industry
experts from more than 420 entries across 21 Award cate-
gories, such as Best New Mission-Based Product, Best New
Organic Food or Best New Natural Living Product. Winners

were announced and presented with their awards on September 15, 2017 at Natural Prod-
ucts Expo East in Baltimore, MD. 

BC Egg Introduces Standards
for Free-Range Eggs

B.C. is the first province in Canada to set standards for free-range birds.
The new standards state that hens must have access to the

range at least 120 days a year — and a day is a minimum of six
hours. Farmers must document the number of days and hours
hens have access to the outdoors. “B.C. farmers have always given
their free-range hens access to the outdoors on a regular basis; however, we did not have
a verification system in place,” says Katie Lowe, PAg, executive director of BC Egg.
“These new standards mean that farmers have to document outdoor access and we will
audit them to ensure they are meeting these basic standards.”

Acosta Canada Names Vice President of
Client Development

Acosta Canada has named Warren Paisley as vice-president of client devel-
opment. Paisley brings over 20 years of innovative CPG brand-building agency
experience to this key leadership role. He will lead the company’s national and
regional client team and report to Brent Scowen, president, Acosta Canada. 

“Warren is super passionate about building brands and people.  He has had
a remarkable track record of success in serving clients with breakthrough inte-
grated campaigns that have engaged and inspired shoppers and realized
remarkable results for clients.  With his marketing and shopper expertise and
strong financial acumen he will brings lots of value-add to our clients’ busi-

nesses,” said Brent Scowen, president, Acosta Canada.  
Paisley was partner of Hunter Straker and joined Mosaic Marketing in 2012.  He has overseen a

broad range of client services for many Tier 1 product and service brands.  Most recently he has
served as vice-president for Mosaic’s Labatt Integrated Team.

Raincoast Trading Ranked #1
by Greenpeace Canada 

Raincoast Trading, a First Nations-owned sustainable
seafood company with 100 years of history     in B.C., recently received top honours from Green-
peace Canada for adhering to the highest environmental standards of sustainable tuna
fishing, beating out more than a dozen other brands in the market. 

“Raincoast Trading tops Greenpeace’s tuna ranking for its dedication to sourcing its tuna
with strong sustainability and socially responsibility standards from

sea to boat to shelf,” said Greenpeace Canada’s Senior Oceans
Strategist Sarah King. “All Raincoast Trading products are also
green-rated in Greenpeace’s Tuna Guide for Healthier Oceans
because the company has a clear sourcing policy  that outlines

its commitment to 100 per cent hook and line caught tuna,
supporting coastal fisheries and ensuring transparency and
traceability across its product lines.” 

A brand with several ‘firsts’, Raincoast Trading is the
first Canadian packaged retail seafood company endorsed
by the respected Ocean Wise conservation program,
which aims to protect and restore our world’s oceans and
empower consumers to make educated choices when
buying seafood.

White Cashmere Collection 2017 National Student
Design Competition 

Canada’s unique, annual, fashion fund-and-awareness raiser for breast cancer research, the White
Cashmere Collection 2017, returned to the runway September 28, 2017, for its 14th consecutive year.
The ultimate expression of fashion with compassion, this year’s collection took place at the Royal
Ontario Museum (ROM) in Toronto, and featured a national student design competition that awarded
16 emerging fashion design stars across Canada the opportunity to showcase their design talents to
the Canadian fashion industry, while supporting a collective vision of a future without breast cancer. 

Standing out from the crowd of 16 inspiring finalists was Kwantlen Polytechnic University’s
Chelsea Cox who was named the winner of the 2017 Student Design Competition and a $4,000 bur-
sary. No fewer than 9,689 tubular beads — actually tiny hand-rolled strips of Cashmere bathroom tis-
sue sealed with clear tape — yield the shimmery herringbone effect of Chelsea Cox’s update on the
iconic Hudson’s Bay coat. 

Produced by Kruger Products L.P., maker of Cashmere, the collection highlights the Canadian com-
pany’s commitment to supporting a vision of a future without breast cancer and nurturing the
nation’s fashion design community. 
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Chickapea Pasta is Accelerating, Quickly
Accepted into Arlene Dickinson’s District Ventures Program

Chickapea Pasta, created by Shelby Taylor, founder & CEO, joins the ranks of entrepreneurs in the District Ventures Accelerator, a six-month
program just for consumer packaged goods companies based in Canada.  Chickapea Pasta is made of TWO ingredients only — organic chick-
peas and lentils  — creating a high protein, high fibre, gluten free, organic product.  The rapid growth of the pasta line, launched this past July,
has now surpassed 350 stores in Canada and will be launching in the U.S. in early 2017. Already distributed by Neal Brothers Foods and Planet
Foods, leading organic, healthy and specialty food distributors, and launching in Longo’s stores, the brand is quickly creating a demand for
shelf space in major stores across the country.

Warren Paisley

Canada’s
Largest Voice
For Small
Business
Applauds
Passive
Investment
Decision 

The Small Business Matters
Coalition, comprised of a num-
ber of trade associations repre-
senting well over 180,000 small
and medium size businesses in
Canada, applauds the recent
announcement by Finance Min-
ister Morneau with respect to
passive investments. 

“This decision demonstrates
to our Coalition members that
this government has been lis-

tening to the concerns of our
members and again has res-
ponded very positively to our
concerns.  In particular, we have
had a very constructive and
open dialogue with Minister
of Small Business Bardish Chag-
ger,” said Gary Sands, chair of
the Coalition. 

Sands stated that the changes
unveiled “will only impact a small
amount of corporations and
this will ensure that small busi-
nesses will not be negatively
affected by the thresholds on
these investments and will have
more flexibility to hold savings
for multiple purposes.” 

Satinder Chera, the vice-chair
of the SBM Coalition, added that
“the Coalition believes with the
measures announced, in particu-
lar a cut in the small business
tax rate to nine per cent, that
our members know the govern-
ment recognized the unique
challenges and pressures faced
by small business owners
across the country.” 

Sobeys Is Taking Mealtime
Stress Off Canadians’ Plates 

Sobeys is simplifying mealtime for Canadians with
the launch of EASY MEALS, a line of pre-packaged
meals, prepared in-store in the Seafood, Meat,
Kitchen and Deli departments. EASY MEALS takes
the guess work – and work – out of mealtime. With
dozens of recipes ready to be enjoyed at Safeway
and Sobeys stores across the country, these in-
store prepared meals will save Canadians valuable
time while preparing dinner, without compromising
on quality or taste.  “We’re taking the stress and
hassle out of mealtime by providing Canadians
with wholesome, convenient and affordable meal
options, right when they need them, in the depart-
ments they’re familiar with,” says Richard
Allardyce, senior director, home meal replacement
(HMR).   “We’re incredibly proud and excited to be
bringing these meals to Canadians’ tables nation-
wide.”  EASY MEALS include a variety of meat and
seafood selections with pasta and veggie sides,
served in ready to “heat and serve” and “cook and
serve” formats - no chopping, slicing or seasoning
necessary; and best of all, no cleanup work required. 

Ocean Wise Seafood Program Expands Reach in
Western Canada with New Partners Sobeys and Safeway

One of Canada’s largest grocers, Sobeys
Inc., has joined the Ocean Wise Seafood
program as a new partner, adding more
than 250 partner locations in Western
Canada as the sustainable seafood move-
ment continues to gain momentum. Cus-
tomers at all Sobeys and Safeway stores in
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and
British Columbia can now look for the
Ocean Wise symbol for assurance they’re
buying ocean-friendly seafood. 

“Seafood is an important component in
our offering and we’re committed to
responsible sourcing practices to ensure
sustainable seafood options are always
available for our customers so they can Eat Better, Feel Better and Do Better,” said Jason Bater,
Director of Category Management, Seafood of Sobeys Inc. “When our customers see the Ocean Wise
Seafood symbol in our stores in Western Canada, they can feel confident they’re making an ocean-
friendly seafood choice.”

John Pigott receives
FCPC’s 2017 Award of
Distinction
at the annual CEO & Executive
Leadership Conference 

Food & Consumer Products of Canada (FCPC)
has announced John Pigott, CEO of Club Coffee
L.P and Morrison Lamothe Inc., received the 2017
Award of Distinction at the annual CEO & Execu-
tive Leadership Conference held this year at the
White Oaks Resort & Spa in Niagara-on-the-Lake. 

Pigott has dedicated almost 30 years in private
company and industry boards, task forces and asso-
ciations. His service to FCPC has spanned decades
and includes a number of leadership roles; he has
held a rotating seat on the Board of Directors since
1995.  Pigott started at Morrison Lamothe Inc. as a
student in 1971 and worked summers through 1979.
After graduating from the University of Western
Ontario, he worked for Xerox Canada from 1980 to
1986. Returning to Morrison Lamothe Inc., John
was appointed Vice President in July 1986 and
appointed President and CEO in June 1989. 
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EVENT UPDATE

Acosta Canada names Senior Vice-President of
Customer Development

Acosta Canada has named Joanne Hillion as senior vice-president
of customer development. Hillion brings 20 years of Tier 1 CPG indus-
try sales leadership and customer development experience to her
new role. She will lead the company’s grocery customer development
team reporting to Brent Scowen, president, Acosta Canada. 

“Joanne has led large sales teams and successfully and consistent-
ly delivered growth and profit performance in a challenging market-
place and her multi-category and capability building experience will
be great assets to our organization.  We are very excited to have her on board to elevate our high-
performance customer teams in driving remarkable results for our clients,” said Brent Scowen,
president, Acosta Canada.   Hillion has held progressively senior roles at Pepsico, Energizer, Coty,
Reckitt Benckiser and most recently served as vice-president - sales, Mars Food Division. 

Joanne Hillion

Co-op’s Fuel Good Day Raises
$570K Across Western Canada

A lot can happen when you work together. This fall, Co-op
teamed up with thousands of Western Canadians to raise more
than $570,000 for registered charities and non-profits — all in
a single day.

On Sept. 19, more than 380 Co-op Gas Bars throughout
British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and North-
west Ontario participated in Fuel Good Day. As part of the
event, a minimum of five cents from every litre of fuel sold at

these locations was donated to registered charities and non-profit organizations in their region.
“With the support of Co-op members and customers, Fuel Good Day is assisting dozens of local

organizations and causes, creating a wave of positive activity that spans Western Canada,” said
Cal Fichter, vice-president, energy with Federated Co-operatives Limited, which is owned by more
than 190 independent retail co-operatives across Western Canada.

“This is something that we can all feel good about. As a Co-op member, you’re an owner in a
local business that delivers important services, shares profits and makes investments that enrich
your community and your neighbours.”

The $570,000 raised on Fuel Good Day will be shared by more than 160 local organizations and
causes throughout Western Canada. 

Puratos Launches Virtual Innovation Center
Puratos launches a Virtual Innovation Center

to support their customers in bakery, patisserie
and chocolate in creating the best finished
goods. Puratos’ know-how is now available 24/7.

As an innovator in the bakery, patisserie and
chocolate industry, with the Virtual Innovation
Center Puratos expands their services from the
existing 81 physical Innovation Centers with 463
experts around the world. No matter where the
customer is based, this new platform provides
resources and expertise that can help make their
business even more successful. “Innovation is at
the heart of our business. This is reflected not
only in the quality of our products but also in the innovation of our services,” says Daniel
Malcorps, CEO of Puratos. “With our Virtual Innovation Center, we are proud to offer a service
based on state-of-the-art technologies while at the same time keeping the human contact with
our experts which no technology can replace.”

The Virtual Innovation Center can provide customers with one-on-one assistance on every
aspect of product development.

In addition to these features, the Puratos 360° virtual tour brings the physical Innovation
Center directly to the customers’ work space. A virtual walkthrough allows them to explore the
center and discover some of the available services of Puratos without having to travel to the loca-
tion. “We want to help our customers to create the products and solutions that allow their busi-
ness to become even more successful. The Virtual Innovation Center is instrumental in making this
happen 24/7 from anywhere in the world,” says Philippe Arnauts, group communication manager.

Learn more and get the real-life experience in the Puratos Virtual Innovation  
Center:www.puratos.com/virtual.

This year the trade floor featured over
110,000 sq. ft. of dedicated space
focused on key grocery and speciality

categories with the addition of a new 3,700
sq. ft., garden/floral/seasonal pavilion. 

This year’s new key pavilions showcased
global, gourmet and speciality markets, such
as Korea, Peru, Colombia and Mexico. To cel-
ebrate Canada’s 150th, there is a larger-
than-ever Choose Ontario pavilion having
grown five times in size since 2012, along
with Pavilions from Quebec, Manitoba and
Saskatchewan.

The morning conference sessions featured
thought leaders on how digital technologies
are transforming the way grocery business
operates. Michael Hyatt, CBC Dragon Next
Gen Den, entrepreneur and business expert,
delivered Monday’s enthusiastic keynote
address on “Leading with Grit, Passion & Peo-
ple: Evolve or Die.” Hyatt’s presentation dis-
cussed opportunity, innovation and change. 

Monday’s collection of workshops included
exciting topics, such as, the latest in pay-
ment innovations, budgeting and a wine and
beer panel discussion by top industry lead-
ing professionals. Kashmera Self, director of
mobile product platform at Interac, spoke on
“Financial Payment Systems” with insights
into the latest innovations by Interac and
how to simplify your businesses mobile pay-
ment process. 

Jon Cline at FMS Solutions informed the
audience on how they can effectively budget
the minimum wage raise within their busi-
ness in his speech on “Budgeting for the Bot-
tom Line!” Richard Tazi, manager of retail
insights, and Eugene Chang, manager of
retail sales systems and CRM helped confer-
ence goers gain knowledge on how data
could help boost their sales in-store. Peter
Cantley provided a workshop session with an
informative session on “How to Green your
Garden Sales.” Meanwhile, Erik Thoresen of

Technomic shared best practices of selling
beer and wine in grocery.

In the afternoon, retailers could also catch
education sessions on the Interac Insights &
Innovations stage. Saputo’s cheese ambas-
sador, Louis Aird, provided much food for
thought with his session around growing
sales in deli cheese. ●

Record attendance at
the annual grocery
conference and trade
show in Toronto
brought out all facets
of the sector 

SAVE THE DATE! April 23 & 24, 2018 | Join your grocery colleagues at Grocery & Specialty Food West 
NEW VENUE! Vancouver Convention Centre WEST Building www.GSFShow.com
Don’t Miss Keynotes from Finance Minister Bill Morneau and CIBC World Markets Analyst Mark Petrie

Registration & Exhibitor Questions? Contact Events@cfig.ca
WWW.WESTERNGROCER.COM 9

On Tuesday night, at the Canadian Independent Grocer of the Year
Awards gala, the following retailers won the National Gold Award: 

• Save-On-Foods Heritage, Calgary, Alta. (Large Surface) - Pictured at left
• Stong’s Market – Northwoods, North Vancouver, B.C. (Medium Surface)
• Oak Ridges Food Market, Richmond Hill, Ont. (Small Surface)
• Galleria Supermarket – York Mills, Toronto, Ont. (The David C. Parsons Award 

of Excellence in Specialty Food Retailing)

Next year’s show will take place on new days – Tuesday, October 23 and Wednesday, October 24, 2018
at the Toronto Congress Centre. www.GroceryInnovations.com

Grocery Industry 
‘Gets Connected’
at Largest Grocery Show 

TOP 10 
MOST INNOVATIVE
PRODUCTS AT GIC 2017

• KEFIR+ Overnight Oats (A&M Gourmet 
Foods Inc.) Booth #1826

• Ready-To-Eat Fresh Fruits & Vegetables 
(Nature Knows Inc.) Booth #843E

• EGGbakes (Burnbrae Farms Ltd.) Booth #819
• Cold Brew Coffee (Point Blank Cold Brew) 

Booth #1813
• Sundried Tomato & Basil (Fauxmagerie 

Zengarry) Booth #1627
• NAGI Makaroons (NAGI) Booth #1626
• Royal Truffle Mills Twins (SeussFinest) Booth #420
• Organic Manuka Honey Drops (Tree of Life 

Canada) Booth #1109
• PrOATein Premium Nutritional Bar (PrOATein) 

Booth #1708
• Wild Keta Bacon Style Salmon (Simply 

West Coast) Booth #1940
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Did you know that there are more that
600 pasta shapes worldwide? While
that’s probably about 590 skus too many

for Western Canadian grocers, the category of
pasta is expanding — from unique shapes that
elevate the traditional category, to new func-
tions and ingredients that touch on dietary and
health trends. And even while traditional pasta
is seeing flat sales (and in some cases a
decline) there is still quite a bit of “room in the
pot” for the pasta category.

Across the globe “carbophobia” is impacting
pasta sales, states a May report from Mintel.
According to Mintel research, the compound
annual growth rate for pasta between 2011 and
2015 was flat in the U.S., Canada, France,
and Australia, and down two per cent
in Italy and the U.K.
Retail sales of

PASTA & SAUCES

By Carly Peters



were organic, up from 11 per cent in 2012. The report also points
out there’s been more whole wheat grain pasta products launched
in recent years as well.

While demand for gluten free pasta has risen, there are concerns
about how nutritious it is.

“Gluten free pasta as a category has continued to grow over
the past several years, but I think what’s changed is that people
are no longer willing to settle for mediocre options just for the
sake of gluten free, and many gluten-free options are not actually
nutritious. The trends
that we’re seeing are
people looking for more
from their food — better
taste and better health
benefits/functionality,”
states Shelby Taylor,
president and CEO of
Earth to Kids, Inc. makers
of Chickapea Pasta,
pasta made entirely from
organic chickpeas and
lentils. “Pasta is the
ultimate comfort food
and Chickapea makes it possible for people to enjoy pasta again
— knowing it’s full of protein, fibre, and many other nutrients
such as iron and magnesium.”

Available in spirals, shells and penne, Chickapea looks, cooks,
and tastes like regular pasta, but is a much more nutritious
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pasta were forecasted to grow from 897.4 million Canadian dollars
in 2013 to 1.01 billion Canadian dollars in 2018.

According to the report, the rising popularity of protein and
the resurgence of low-carb diets have made for a challenging
environment for pasta, which is being shunned in favour of
foods perceived to be healthier or more supportive of weight
management efforts, such as rice and grains.

Mintel states this has forced pasta makers to reformulate “the
traditional pasta recipe in order to make it more acceptable to
modern consumers.” Specifically, big pasta makers looking to
new pasta varieties, including gluten-free, organic, and whole
wheat pasta.

In fact, one in seven new pasta products launched globally in
2016 was gluten-free, up from just five per cent of those launched
back in 2012 (Mintel research shows about one-third of households
has at least one person in it that eats gluten-free foods.) Also,
18 per cent of new pasta products introduced globally last year

Chickapea Pasta from Earth to Kids Inc.
looks, cooks and tastes like regular past, 
but provides a more nutritious option.



     

 
 

    
    

      
   
    

     
   

    
   

    
  

   

GLUTEN 
FREE PASTA

Italissima gluten free pasta 
is made with a blend of 

corn and rice flour. A truly 
great tasting gluten free 

pasta alternative. Italissima 
gluten free pasta cuts 
include Penne Rigate, 

Fusilli, Spaghetti, Linguine 
and Tagliatelle Nests.

Distributed by Bosa Foods 
1465 Kootenay Street

Vancouver, B.C. V5K 4Y3

 
  

    
    

    
     

  
   

    
   

   

    
  

   

  
  

      
      

option with 23 grams of protein and
11 grams of fibre per serving. The
company is expanding the popular brand
to include Chickapea Mac and Cheese
this fall. Available in Elbows and Spirals
with Classic Cheddar, and Shells with
White Cheddar, the pasta is certified
organic, non-GMO, gluten free, kosher,
and vegetarian friendly.

Making noodles out of chickpeas, beans,
lentils, and other legumes increases the
protein yet reduces the refined car-
bohydrates. These so-called alternative
pastas — which Whole Foods named one
of the top 10 food trends for 2017 — are
perceived as better for you, having about
the same amount of calories as regular
pasta (200 per cup, cooked), but being
higher in fibre and protein.

But there are other reasons
to add alternative pastas to
your culinary repertoire. Eating
legumes is linked to improved
cardiovascular health, a lower
risk for type 2 diabetes, and

better weight control — benefits that can
be attributed in great part to their protein
and fibre content.  

Not long ago, Explore
Cuisine was one of the handful
of brands focusing on high
protein, organic, and gluten-
free pasta. Today, while more
than a dozen domestic brands

and even more international brands are
looking for a piece of the action in the
alternative pasta category, the company
continues to lead in innovation.

Last summer Explore Cuisine launched
six skus of pulse pasta, freshly made in
Italy, and certified vegan, organic, and
gluten free. 

“I still get calls from customers and
consumers who are so thankful to our
organization for putting out such delicious
and nutritious products that are great
for families,” says Jim Magner, vice-
president of sales for the company, adding
Explore Cuisine’s rice
pasta with pea protein

Explore Cuisine provides pulse pasta that is
freshly made in Italy, and is certified vegan
organic and gluten free.
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Italpasta Limited provides
whole grain, spinach, 
vegetable, high fibre and
gluten free pastas.



     

SPECIALTY 
CUT PASTA

Italissima specialty cut pasta 
features both classic and 

unique shapes in our line of 
semolina pastas. Italissima 
specialty cut pastas include 
Mini Bow Ties, Bow Ties, 
Campanelle, Fusilli Lunghi 
con Buco, Fusilli Tri-Colour 

and Spaghetti al Bronzo.

Distributed by Bosa Foods 
1465 Kootenay Street

Vancouver, B.C. V5K 4Y3
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has also noticed a major lift in points of
distribution growth. “Today’s shoppers
want innovation.”

Frank DeMichino, chief operating officer
for Italpasta Limited, says focusing on
the functional attributes of pasta will
meet tomorrow’s consumer demands.

“The opportunity for growth will
continue to come from the value-added
pasta products; functional pasta. More
customers are focused on this type of
purchase,” he states, adding the company’s
next batch of products will fall under the
health and wellness category, expanding
their line of already established whole
grain, spinach, vegetable, high-fibre, and
gluten-free pastas.

John Porco, chief operating officer at
Unico, and Primo Foods, has certainly
seen more growth within the whole grain
pasta category, pointing to skus under
the Primo GrainWise Whole Grain brand,
as well as GrainWise High Fibre in both
penne rigate and spaghetti.

But, he states, there will always be a
place for traditional pasta - a penne or a

spaghetti that’s perfect for the consumer
who’s looking to feed their family for a
good price. However, where traditional
takes a twist is in its shape.

Primo recently launched a gemelli pasta,
a short-cut noodle with an old school
authentic Italian feel. 

“It’s still a traditional durum pasta but
provides customers with something different
to work with,” he says, adding different
pasta shapes can get customers to venture
into other departments, such as produce
and meats, to make different recipes.

While the stats suggest traditional pasta
sales are flat, Primo isn’t feeling it. In
fact, the company just added a new state
of the art pasta making machine in order
to be more efficient and continue their
commitment to making high-quality
Canadian pasta products. The company
uses only Western Canadian No.1 durum
to process in their Ontario plants to make
their world-class pastas.

During 2017, to mark the company’s
100th year, Unico embarked on a campaign
to celebrate their Canadian roots, stamping
packages with Made in Canada logos.

“The category, while going through
changes, continues to be a strong product
and when people see made in Canada,
they pay attention,” he states.

Big Blocks
With the growth in gluten free and

alternative pastas, grocers now either have
to make more room in the traditional
pasta aisle or decide to keep these items

16 WWW.WESTERNGROCER.COM

Primo Foods 
provides gluten free
and whole grain
options, but notes
that there will
always be a place for 
traditional pasta.



     

 
 

    
    

      
   
    

     
   

    
   

    
  

   

 
 

    
      

      
    

   
    
   

   
  

    
  

   

WHOLE 
WHEAT PASTA 

Italissima whole wheat pasta 
is all natural and an

excellent source of fiber. 
Ideal for increasing fiber and 

whole grains without
sacrificing taste. Italissima 

whole wheat pasta cuts 
include Fusilli, Linguine, 

Penne Rigate and Spaghetti.

Distributed by Bosa Foods 
1465 Kootenay Street

Vancouver, B.C. V5K 4Y3
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as part of a speciality section. While the
pastas are varied, producers’ opinions
about where they should be placed is not.

“What I would like to see is more
integration. For example, Chickapea is not
only enjoyed by the health-conscious
consumer, yet your everyday
consumer may never discover
it since they don’t venture
through the health/gluten
free section,” states Taylor.
“I think integration would
not only help healthier
products become more
mainstream, but also increase
the average sale per customer. It would
also be nice for gluten-free to stop being
synonymous with health as I believe what
makes a product healthy is what’s in it —
not what’s not in it.”

Putting traditional and alternative
pasta options side by side gives customers
choice, adds Porco, stating blocking by
brand can help customers focus on a
name they know, then move in to the

function or format
they’re looking for.

Feeling
Saucy

One reason pasta
is so popular with
consumers is that it’s

quick. If you’ve got 10 minutes, you’ve got
time to make some noodles. The conveinence
of pre-made pasta sauce makes these dishes
that much more appealing.

“Convenience is an important factor as
people don’t want to spend too much time

preparing tasty and nutritious meals,”
says Sabine Goris, brand manager for Ocean
Brands which produces Authentica World
Cuisine Italian Pasta Sauces, authentic,
small-batch sauces made in the heart of
Italy. “We can also see a trend towards
premium pasta sauces. Consumers are
becoming more aware of ingredients, taste,
quality, and are willing to spend extra
money for a good product.”

The brand has used in-store demoing
as a way to introduce customers to the
rich flavours of Authentica World Cuisine’s
four skus — Siciliana, Arrabiata,
Puttanesca, and Pomodoro & Ricotta. It’s
also a great opportunity for customers
to learn about the brand story and
country of origin.

Ocean Brands produces Authentica World 
Cuisine pasta sauces – authentic, small batch
sauces made in the heart of Italy.

Unico Premium Italian Diced Tomatoes –
Pezzettoni is the newest offering from Unico.

Forecasted Retail Sales of Pasta in Canada
from 2013 to 2018 (in million Canadian dollars)*
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Like any other movement that has achieved mainstream
success, the rise of fair trade is perceived to have its
pluses and minuses. The big plus, of course, is that it

has compelled the general public to focus considerable atten-
tion on the work conditions and pay of small manufacturers
and farmers in other countries.

This is no mean feat, and figures provided by Fairtrade
Canada (which is currently celebrating its 20th anniversary)
illustrate just how engrained the movement has become in
the public psyche. “Retail sales of Fairtrade products amounted
to $392 million in 2016 and are growing 7.4 per cent year
over year,” says John Marron, director of commercial relations
and marketing. “Canadian companies that are Fairtrade
certified number 225, and the retail sector contains over
7,000 fair trade skus.”

Marron goes on to stress that good word of mouth has
been critical in the movement’s growth, and he cites Globescan

2017 Canadian consumer research that has determined a
level of trust in the Fairtrade Mark being “an unprecedented
high of 85 per cent, up from 78 per cent in 2013. Moreover,
Canadians’ recommendation levels have increased from 70
per cent in 2015 and are much higher than the global
average, which was 65 per cent and compares very favourably
to established fair trade markets such as the United Kingdom
at 60 per cent and Switzerland at 62 per cent.”

As for the growth of food products in Canada, Marron
reports that coffee is growing at 21.5 per cent (2016
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“Especially in the pasta and pasta sauce
category, many brands promote Italian
origin, even though the products are not
made in Italy. We offer products with rich
flavour for consumers that cook at home
seeking authenticity,” she says.

Customers are also seeking transparency
— meaning they like to literally see
the ingredients in their pasta jars.
Mia’s Kitchen Authentic Pasta Sauce
features fresh ingredients (no dehydrated
products or powder ingredients) that can

be seen through
the clear mason
jar package. All
the produce and
spices are grown
locally in Sonoma,
California before
being cooked low
and slow, and
then quickly
cooled for ulti-
mate freshness
that can be seen

when the lid is popped. Otherwise the
sauce will continue to cook in the jar.

“Sometimes when you open a jar of
pasta you’ll see this ring around the top
and the sauce will be darker. That’s because
the sauce was poured in hot and was still
cooking in the jar,” says Jim Kavanagh,
representative for Mia’s Kitchen, adding
there’s no added thickeners, and the sauces
are non-GMO verified.

The brand boasts six skus for the

Canadian market, including their two
newest offerings Kale and Roasted Red
Pepper. Kavanagh says the 710 ml jars
command an around a $9 price tag, but
as mentioned, people are willing to pay
for good pasta sauce.

“It’s gourmet for every day,” he states,
adding retailers can increase the basket

value by creating displays with high-end
pasta in unique cuts, as well as promoting
within the meat and produce department
for complete meal solutions.

Yet, Porco wants retailers and consumers
to remember quality isn’t based on the
container. Canned pasta sauces offer the
same nutrition and quality as some of its
jarred counterparts, but sometimes without
the price tag. 

Along with Primo and Unico’s branded
canned sauce skus, the company has also
focused on providing high-quality,
Canadian-grown tomato products that make
great bases for homemade pasta sauces.
Their newest offering is Unico Premium
Italian Diced Tomatoes - Pezzettoni, which
is essentially big chunks of tomatoes
packed in a tomato puree. 

“There’s not a lot of work involved in a
simple pasta sauce. And if customers are
looking to control salt levels or have other
dietary concerns, making a sauce at home
is the best way to customize and
experiment,” he says.

While the category might be changing,
customers love for pasta in varied forms
is not. Traditional or alternative; canned
or jarred; pasta and sauce will always
have a place in grocery aisles and on
people’s plates. ●

FAIR TRADE

By Robin Brunet

Leveling the   
Playing Field

Fairtrade
is becoming an unstoppable 
force in the retail sector

Mia’s Kitchen Authentic 
Pasta Sauces features
fresh ingredients.
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benefit the communities it has committed to helping. “The
movement was originally intended to help marginalized producers,
not big food corporations who want to hop on the fair trade
bandwagon,” he says.

Toews says the movement has been compromised so that
“minimum wage standards have been achieved for farmers and
producers — but that’s a far cry from a living wage. Plus, there is
no regional component in deciding fair trade rates: what is good
for Nicaraugua is good for Ethiopia and other countries.”

Marron agrees that a more regional approach to determining
rates is needed, but he’s confident the issue will eventually be
addressed. “Fairtrade producers receive a Fairtrade Premium, which
is an additional sum of money over and above the Fairtrade
Minimum price that farmers receive, which aims to cover the cost
of sustainable farming. More than $4.8M US Premium was generated
from sales of Fairtrade products in Canada in 2016, and this
money is invested locally by the producers themselves in community
improvement projects.”

Damien Bryan, general manager for Discovery Organics, which
is B.C.’s leading independently owned distributor of certified
organic and fair trade products serving natural food retailers and
wholesalers across Western Canada and the north, points out
that the involvement of large corporations has in fact helped the
movement gain mainstream traction.

As for its future growth, he says, “Look forward to a noticeable
rise in fair trade avocadoes, grapes, tomatoes, melons and many
other produce items over the next few months.”

How should retailers merchandise these items? “We’re on hand
to assist, as is Fairtrade Canada,” says Bryan. “Written material
and point of sale information helps, and staff on the floor play a

huge role in drawing attention to fair trade products.”
Bellissimo adds, “We stage events that coincide with Fair Trade

Week, and I agree that POP material along with shelf talkers are
important, because there are still customers who are unclear
about what fair trade means.”

All signs point to a bright future for the fair trade movement,
and the experts agree that as more and more products become
certified and available, aggressive merchandising remains the
best way to attract consumer interest; and as long as the companies
seeking brand certification remain transparent in all of their
business dealings, the movement will continue to enjoy
unprecedented growth. ●
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numbers), cocoa/chocolate at 9.8 per cent, and bananas at 20.3
per cent, with retailers such as Sobeys listing Fairtrade bananas
on an ongoing basis.  

Better still, fair trade is a perfect `fit’ for retailers who have
expended considerable energy fulfilling their own mandate of
giving back to the community. Sav Bellissimo, store brands
manager, food department, for Federated Co-operative Limited

(which won the Retailer of the Year
and Excellence in Merchandiing award
at the 2016 Canadian Fairtrade Awards),
explains, “as a co-op owned by the
community, we have traditionally
worked with other co-ops in other
countries to source our products, and
our customers respond strongly to the
concept of sourcing food that is a result
of fair business practices.” Federated
Co-op offers fair trade products in six
categories, with over 70 products from
19 different brands.

A growing number of companies are
basing their operations on fair trade,

with considerable success. Shawn McDonald, roastmaster at
Paradise Mountain Organic Coffee (which directly supports  Thailand
communities by employing over one hundred villagers during
harvest season and purchasing supplies and materials from
villagers whenever possible) reports that “we’re busier than ever
and have been placed by major retailers including Sobeys and
Save-On-Foods.”

This results in new fair trade products being readily accepted
by the buying public. “We just launched our Cold Brew Organic
Decaf Coffee and expect it to perform extremely well,” says
McDonald. This cold brew is created using a rare combination
of six origin beans; a combination of Thai, South American,
and Indonesian beans are roasted, blended, and finally steeped
in a long and cold process to make this an exceptional and low
acidic cold beverage.

Jean Rene Lemire, co-president and co-founder of Theobroma
Chocolat, which just turned 10 years old, attributes the mainstream
success of his gourmet eco-organic chocolate sticks to “Customers
knowing we do good by the planet and its people. When we first
started out, we had a niche clientele attracted to the fair trade
endorsement, but today fair trade is actively sought by the
average shopper, college campuses, and many other consumers.”

So, what’s the perceived downside of fair trade’s market
dominance? As far as Stacey Toews, co-founder and communications
catalyst for Level Ground Trading (which imports coffee, tea,
cane sugar, dried fruit, coconut oil, spices, and many other items
from small-scale prodeucers in developing countries) is concerned,
mainstream success threatens to limit fair trade’s potential to

Stacey Toews, co-founder and communications
analyst, Level Ground Trading

John Marron, director 
of commercial relations
and marketing, 
Fairtrade Canada CANADIANS CHOOSE FAIRTRADE

In a recent independent study, Canadian consumers 
indicate that the FAIRTRADE Mark is increasingly 
associated with their personal values, and that they are 
proud to be seen with the label. Highlight your 
commitment to sustainability and show how you are 
making a difference through the Fairtrade movement.

Find out how at fairtrade.ca or info@fairtrade.ca

CHOOSE 
FAIRTRADE 
YOUR 
SUSTAINABILITY 
PARTNER
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For a company yet to reach its 30th year of
business, Fontaine Santé has no shortage of
accomplishments, particularly in the refrigerated

dips category. The company was founded with the
objective to help Canadians eat well and live better.
If sales are any indication, it has managed to
achieve this — and more.

In the Beginning
Fontaine Santé began life in a small, 2,500

square foot facility. Its initial production run
spanned 200 containers of hummus (227 grams).
It took eight hours to pack up the products,
which had only a seven-day shelf life. 

Today, Fontaine Santé operates from a
facility that measures production runs
by the minute, and product shelf life has
been extended to 80 days. The product
line has also expanded significantly and
now includes hummus, dips, pâtés, variety

packs, salads, hors d’oeuvres, pesto, frozen
desserts — and more. In fact, there
are more than 90 fresh products in total
— and counting.
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By Melanie Franner

Core to the heart of Fontaine Santé is an unerring
commitment to producing high-quality, nutritious products.
Since its inception, Fontaine Santé has ensured that all of its
products use only fresh ingredients — ones that are 100 per
cent natural, chemical- and preservative-free. 

A case in point is the company’s popular line of hummus
products. The company sources its chick peas from Western
Canada, considered the best in the world. 

A core part of the very essence of Fontaine Santé is its
commitment to producing only the healthiest and tastiest
products possible. The company leaves nothing to chance and
is always in search of innovation — either in manufacturing
or product design — to continually improve the quality and
variety of its products. 

To do so, Fontaine Santé calls upon its team of dedicated
professionals — along with its leading-edge, state-of-the-art
equipment — to deliver products that combine several core
ingredients, including: nutritional qualities with outstanding
taste; authenticity with innovation, and health with
convenience. 

Developing a new product is a lengthy and comprehensive
process. On average, it takes between 18 to 24 months to get
the product from inception to reality. At Fontaine Santé, it all
begins in the kitchen where the chefs will create the new
recipes. From there, it’s a matter of monthly taste panels that
sample the products and provide that all-important feedback.
The selected products are then reviewed by the company’s
food scientists and engineers, who are responsible for designing
the processes to manufacture the product on a larger scale.
Once that step is underway, the company’s buyers are tasked
with sourcing the ingredients.

Eventually, this all comes together to create a product that
is produced on a large scale. At this point, the original chef
steps back into the picture to re-taste the product and provide
the final “yes” or “no”. Only if the product meets his satisfaction
does it go to the next step, which is sensory testing. If the
product fails to meet his satisfaction, it goes back to the
drawing board and the food engineers are tasked with
redesigning the process.

Only a high sensory testing score will enable the product to
advance beyond the chef’s sign-off. From there, it’s a matter

of costing out the program, ingredients, packaging, design,
etc. Only after all this information has been amassed and
agreed upon does the product get sent to focus groups for
validation. If successful, the company will then put together
a marketing program and present the product to the trade.

It’s a lengthy and complex process, but one that helps
Fontaine Santé continue to deliver on its promise of producing
healthy and tasty products for Canadians.

Growth Driven by Committed Staff
Today, Fontaine Santé has employees across Canada and the

United States. Its primary manufacturing facility remains in
Montreal, but this is complemented by a warehouse in Toronto,
distribution centres and robust distribution networks.

People remain at the core of Fontaine Santé, both employees
and customers. It’s a family-owned, privately held company
that has never wavered from its founding principle of producing
quality food with only the best and freshest of ingredients.
The company’s leadership team mirrors this commitment and,
on average, can boast of over 10 years of experience with
Fontaine Santé. This ensures that the leadership team is well
versed in the mission and goals that have helped drive the
company into the successful business that it is today. As
such, this leadership team remains committed to bringing the
very best of food products to Canadians.

Fontaine Santé currently ranks itself as the largest hummus
producer in Canada — and the fourth largest in North America
(There are approximately more than 100 hummus manufacturers
in North America.). It also claims the largest household brand
penetration in the country with the highest consumer loyalty.

This is also true of Western Canada. The company started
out in this region only six years ago as the fourth brand and
has quickly made its way into the No.1 position. Still, the
Western Canada market for hummus is said to be a bit
undeveloped, coming in at about five per cent behind the rest
of the country in terms of household penetration. For this
reason, Fontaine Santé will focus on further developing the
western market in the years to come.

The company’s entry into the U.S. market has also been a
huge success and is expected to account for significantly
increased sales in the future. 



ELEVATE THE ENTIRE DIP CATEGORY
Grow sales and profit with Fontaine Santé 
100% natural Award-Winning* Hummus 

Long shelf life 
without preservatives 

High impact 
and eco-friendly 
packaging

9 flavours of Classic
Hummus - 12 flavours 
of Humm! Topped Hummus 

Healthy and delicious 
snack for every occasion

9 flavours of Classic
Hummus - 12 flavours 
of Humm! Topped Hummus 

Healthy and delicious 
snack for every occasion

For information:
1-888-627-2683  •  info@fontainesante.com  •  fontainesante.com

* Humm! Organic Roasted Beets voted 2017 Product of the Year in Canada (snacks category)
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The Numbers Have It

Over the past 10 years, Fontaine Santé has experienced
double-digit growth. This has been driven primarily by the
growth in hummus sales: hummus now accounts for 65 per
cent of total refrigerated dip sales and is driving the growth
of this segment. Much of this growth can be attributed to
millennials and their desire to have good, quality food with
healthy ingredients. 

Fontaine Santé has capitalized on this demographic by
adhering to its commitment to use only natural and fresh
ingredients that are preservative-free. As such, the company
has sought and attained the proper industry accreditations
for its products, like: Canada Organic, Pareve MK 757,
VegeCert, Non-GMO Project. 

The dips category, however, is very competitive. The way
that Fontaine Santé has been able to differentiate itself is
to continue its focus on quality and a willingness to develop
the category with unique products and recipes.

A large part of the company’s success derives from
maintaining a close relationship with its customers. Fontaine
Santé is quick to take advantage of tasting panels, focus
groups and other interactive ways in which to garner
feedback from its customer base — before, during and after
a product launch. In fact, the company prides itself on
actually reviewing all of the consumer comments garnered
through its website and other communications avenues.

Forward Thinking
Having focused on growing its ready-to-eat category

— with hummus taking over as the No.1 top-selling segment
— Fontaine Santé is nowhere ready to sit on its laurels.
Future products — such as snacks and frozen desserts — are
as yet undeveloped as a category and already in the works.
Another growth potential lies in expanding the channels
themselves to include non-competitive ones. All are possibilities
at Fontaine Santé, with no limits in sight. 

Fontaine Santé does not simply create mass-produced
foods for distribution to the grocery channel, club stores,

mass merchants, etc. The company seeks to excite the taste
buds by offering traditional recipes that reflect its true,
authentic craftsmanship. 

Fontaine Santé has been producing healthy and tasty
products for close to 30 years — and has perfected its
technique along the way. It prides itself on being the
forerunner when it comes to nutrition. And it has on call
an extensive team of experts in research and development
to ensure that it remains up-to-date with the latest culinary
trends being advocated by leading nutritionists worldwide. 

A September 2014 report on snacks from The Nielsen
Company showed that global snacks totaled US$374 billion,
ending March 2015. In North America alone, snacks accounted
for US$124 billion — and grew at a rate of two per cent
compared to the previous year.

Further Nielsen research states that the hummus category
is growing. A September 2015 article states that Greek
yogurt, fresh-cut fruit and deli dips — like hummus
— combined for more than US$6 billion in sales during the
52-weeks ending June 27, 2015. That’s a combined growth rate
of 8.4 per cent over the prior year, or nearly US$450 million.

Having made its mark in the Canadian hummus market,
Fontaine Santé is well on its way to broadening its reach
— both geographically and with its product offerings.
And with a well-honed process in place, combined with an
unwavering commitment to its customers, Fontaine Santé is
sure to succeed on all fronts. ●



Food in Manitoba is plentiful and it’s
big business. The food and beverage
processing industry is the largest

manufacturing sector in the province,
bringing in more than $4 billion in annual
sales and directly employing about 15,000
Manitobans plus another approximately
25,000 in directly related businesses. 

All signs indicate the annual growth
rate of 8.4 per cent in export sales (higher
than the Canadian average) is going to
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MANITOBA FOOD REPORT By Deb Smith

SUCCESS IN THE
COMPETITIVE 
Manitoba is ready 

FOOD MARKET
continue to climb despite ongoing
challenges in population numbers and the
logistics of being landlocked in the middle
of a very large country.

These challenges are being met head-
on by retailers, processors and several
active provincial organizations. 

In partnership with the food industry
and the government of Manitoba, Food &
Beverage Manitoba works to grow and
develop markets for the food processing
industry through active marketing and
sponsorship initiatives. Through the Buy
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Since then Save-On-Foods has participated
in a smaller round of presentations, and
Shambrock anticipates this will continue as
an ongoing process so the retailer can keep
up with emerging Manitoba products.

For food and beverage entrepreneurs
looking to develop a new product to bring
to market, the non-profit, fee-for-service
Food Development Centre
(FDC) in Portage la Prairie,
operating under the authority
of Manitoba Agriculture
offers equipment, space and
expertise to help make it
happen, including business
plans and pricing and mar-
keting strategies.

As Business Development
Officer with the FDC, Roberta
Irvine works with Manitoba
food processors to help deliver
the products that consumers

are seeking. “We’re working to help develop
hemp beverages as non-dairy drinks; we’re
using the nutritional seeds in hemp as
a powder or toppers to add variety and
increase food value; we’re looking at pulses
for healthy snacks, milling fava beans into
flour, even finding ways to use insects as
a consumer-friendly source of protein.
Targeted nutrition is also big, and we are
helping a company bring probiotics into a
variety of markets.”

Irvine goes on to explain that today’s
demand for meat substitutes, especially
plant-based protein, offers the biggest
opportunity for Manitoba food processors
today. Global Market Insights, estimates
the pea-protein market will grow worldwide
by 13.5 per cent annually for at least the
next six years. In response, the French

food ingredients maker,
Roquette is  putt ing
$400 million into building
the world’s biggest pea-
protein processing plant
just outside Portage la
Prairie to supply a global
ma rke t  demand  fo r
vegetable food and high-
protein sport nutrition
products. 

Construction on the
plant began in September
2017 and will be processing

more than 100,000 tons of peas every year
once it’s up and running in 2019. 

Meanwhile, outside North America, the
demand for animal protein from Canada
is increasing. In order to better access
these mainly Asian markets, the FDC is
working with producers to find ways to
extend the shelf life of fresh meat through
packaging.

Both the FDC and Food & Beverage
Manitoba are putting a lot of work into
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Through funding from the federal
government’s Growing Forward 2 Program,
Buy Manitoba works with small food and
beverage processors, making sure their

products are ready to sell
with the right nutritional
facts panel, that they are
CFA-ready and understand
how to present to retail
buyers. Shambrock adds
that they also work with
businesses that are closer to
the ag side of things and
might want to diversify into
value-added products.

Red River Co-op, the
second-largest retail co-op
in the province, is emerging
as a major player on the

Manitoba grocery scene after buying four
Winnipeg stores from Safeway three years
ago. “We’ve been working with Red River
Co-op from the beginning,” says

Shambrock. “Right now they’re redesigning
their flagship stores with entire sections
that are local products.”

Todd McNaughton, food division manager
at Red River Co-op, believes that helping
Manitoba producers grow and get their
products to the retail market is fundamental
to the co-operative purpose. “Once we’ve
identified local products and put them in
our stores, we help with advertising, in-
store promotions, and give advice on how
to be successful in our stores.”

“Their success is our success. Our
customers are specifically looking for local
products, and when they find them, they
buy them.” The strategy is working because
this year again, Red River Co-op won the

Food & Beverage Manitoba Industry
Excellence Award for Local Favourite Retailer. 

A more recent addition to the grocery
retail scene, last year B.C.’s Save-On-Foods
opened the first three of the twelve new
supermarkets planned for Winnipeg. The
Save-On-Foods buying group contacted
Shambrock ahead of time to help them
identify Manitoba producers to bring into
their stores. In a ‘Dragon’s Den’ style scenario
arranged by the Food & Beverage Manitoba
team, potential suppliers showed their
products to the retailer. Out of the total 60
presenters, 53 with over 500 skus were
accepted and on the shelves by opening day.

Manitoba program, the association strives
to introduce Manitoba-made products to
retailers and foodservice providers while
giving entrepreneurs the tools to succeed
in the marketplace.

“Grocers understand that
the Buy Local movement is
now well beyond being a
trend,” says Dave Shambrock,
executive director at Food &
Beverage Manitoba. “Our
research show that 8.9 per
cent of shoppers are focused
on supporting local food
producers, whether it’s
artisanal products or a larger
company, as long as it has a
presence in their province.”

Any food or beverage
made of more than 85 per cent of
ingredients sourced in Manitoba or
processed and packaged entirely in
Manitoba qualifies for local status.

Red River Co-Op is emerging as a major player
on the Manitoba grocery scene, and is the 
second largest retailer in the province.

Murray Brown and Phil Mollot on behalf of Archie’s Pizza.

Cory Zimmer, grocery manager, Grant Park Food Store, Winnipeg

Dave Shambrock, 
executive director, Food &
Beverage Manitoba

Roberta Irvine, business
development officer, Food
Development Centre

Manitoba’s food and beverage processing industry
directly employs approximately 15,000 Manitobans.
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new packaging materials and technologies
to help meet consumer requirements.
“Everything from flexible storage, expi-
ration, recycling and composting — we
help our processors find solutions while
remembering it’s also important to have

the right kind of packaging for the
retailers, what they need to fit their
displays and shelves. It’s an ongoing
challenge,” says Shambrock.

And there are other challenges for the
food processing industry in Manitoba that

other Western Canada provinces don’t face
to the same degree — access to markets.
Sitting in the centre of North America, the
province is geographically positioned to be
a national distribution centre. Indeed,
Roquette has cited the central location as
one of the main reasons for locating in
Portage la Prairie. But as Shambrock
explains, “For companies that want to grow
outside the province, the main challenge
is finding distribution partners/systems
that are cost-effective. We’re looking at
finding ways to support access to markets,
perhaps through the re-emergence of
trucking in the food business.” 

In addition, one of the frustrations of
developing new products in Manitoba is a
chronic lack of processing facilities. “We
have a shortage of crushing plants,” says
Irvine. “Soy grown in Manitoba is sent
out-of-province to be crushed because we
don’t have the facilities here. The same
with our cattle being sent to Alberta for
processing.” 

Yet there are several important
advantages that make Manitoba very
competitive: access to a skilled labour
force, relatively low energy costs, and a
strong business-friendly environment with
excellent research and development
facilities. With large companies like
Roquette coming into the province, the
rationale for building new plants is clearly
near the tipping point.

The opportunities for the food and
beverage industry in Manitoba is solid and
looking very promising with a strong network
of support systems and organizations ready
to help them succeed.●

Farmer Evan Erlandson and his daughter from Green Acres Farm.
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As a leading importer and distributor of specialty
Italian and Mediterranean food products, Van-
couver-based Bosa Foods has achieved many

milestones since first opening its doors in 1957; and it
continues to evolve as a wholesaler, offering over 7,500
skus, in-house cured meats, cheeses from around the
world, hundreds of varieties of olive oil, vinegars, pasta,

truffles, tapenades, spreads, and so much more.  Bosa
Foods provides these items to retailers, restaurateurs
and manufacturers across Western Canada and Ontario
from a 65,000 square foot distribution centre.

When Augusto Bosa first relocated in Vancouver from
Powell River, he pledged to continue to import traditional
Italian specialty food products to serve the growing
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By Robin Brunet
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Allowing the products on
offer to keep up with the
trends of the food indus-
try. By necessity, they no
longer import strictly from
Mediterranean countries.
Instead looking to new and
emerging markets that
are either able to offer
better quality products at
competitive prices or to add
new skus to complement
the traditional staples. For
example, “Many regions of the Mediterranean
have been overfished, which compelled
us to source anchovies from South America,”
says Benedet. 

He goes on to remark, “We’re also looking
to that part of the world for olives, as the
quality is definitely there.” This is an
important undertaking, as Bosa Foods lays
claim to offering one of the largest selections
of olives sourced from around the world.

Constantly stocking different varieties
of favourite foods as well as introducing
new items is standard practice for Bosa’s
team of importers. 

“Consumers’ tastes have become extremely
sophisticated, and they’re also more

adventurous than ever,” says Benedet.
“Thirty years ago, the average person
wouldn’t have known what to do with a
truffle or even a balsamic vinegar. Today
they do, so we have to keep up — for
example, in the form of offering an expansive
range of truffle products, which would have
been unheard of just a few years ago.”

In 2014 they introduced not one but
two pasta lines: Italissima and Preferisco.
Italissima offers a wide range of products:
their Red line of traditional cuts, Blue
line of specialty cuts, Brown line of whole
wheat cuts and, Green line of gluten free

B4

Italian community. But today the ethnic
demographic has changed, and so too has
the way importing is conducted — which
is something the current third generation
owners, who inherited the family business
in the early ‘90s keenly appreciate. “We’ve
broadened our range over the past five
years from being strictly Italian to
Meditterranean, without diminishing the
range of our offerings,” says Bruno Benedet
Jr., president and CEO of Bosa Foods. “In
fact, two years ago we set out to overhaul
our skus by determining what was working,
and what was not. We trimmed back a
number, reformulated a few and since
replaced every abandoned sku while adding
quite a few more.”

Today, the Bosa Foods team, which
includes family members alongside
longstanding employees, visit as many
trade shows as possible to chart how
Italian/Mediterranean cuisine is evolving.

Bosa Foods
Office and
Sales Team.

Italissima Oils
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options including Prosciutto, Salami,
Bresaola and Speck.

Additionally, in the fall of 2016 they
brought to market a new line of French
nut oils. Seeing the growing interest from
consumers for walnut, hazelnut and,
avocado oils, their purchasing department
secured a high quality French producer
who was able to offer a full line of products
with which their retail and foodservice
customers have had tremendous success.

2017 saw the growth of their Spangia
brand, a family of products dedicated to
specialty items originating from Spain.
Saffron, Paprika, Paella mix, Cured Spanish
meats (in an assortment of retail formats as
well as a sliced line showcasing Serrano
ham and chorizo), and most notably the
famous Iberico Bellota Ham. As an ideal
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offerings. Preferisco on the other hand
focuses on unique pasta flavours and
shapes, offering over 40 artisan cuts
including Squid ink, Porcini, Saffron,
Bicycles, and Santa Claus, as well as Egg
and Plain Nest and Lasagna. Both lines
come exclusively from Italy. 

Another way of keeping on the cutting
edge is to acknowledge the staying power
of some consumer trends, especially those
related to health. Hence, Bosa Foods was
the first importer to introduce Anna’s
Country Kitchen Gluten Free Gnocchi in
2014, as well as superfoods and ancient
grains including organic quinoa, chia,
amaranth and farro. 

Responding to the wish of retailers for
cost-saving merchandising, 2015 saw the
launch of the Preferisco line of cured
salami products that includes fixed weight,
scannable salamis and packaged, pre-sliced

Bosa Foods Distribution Team.

Bosa Foods Customer Service 
and Deli Team.

Preferisco Truffle Products

Anna’s Country Kitchen Gnocchi
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other companies, benefit from an in-house
design team that is responsible for creating
the Canadian labels for each product.

Fresh is a mantra Bosa Foods has
followed for years. They offer a unique
weekly air freight program. These
shipments include Buffalo Mozzarella,
Burrata, Taleggio and, Gorgonzola to name
a few. When in season, they import fresh
chestnuts and truffles. This ability to get
fresh, specialty product to market with
the longest best before dates on short
life items has enabled many a foodie and
chef alike to expand their creativity. The

diversity of products offered by Bosa Foods
is staggering to say the least. 

Sitting in the newly built, just re-opened
retail store on the original Bosa Foods site
on Victoria Dr. Benedet, who grew up in
the company labelling items and stocking
shelves for his father, is clearly pleased
with the bustle around him, but he is
soon interrupted by a woman who has
spent the past few minutes comparing
labels between a high-end extra virgin
olive oil and a more affordable counterpart.
“How can I tell the difference between
them?” she asks, brandishing the bottles.
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accompaniment for cheese plates the Spagnia
brand also carries a traditional range of
natural, healthy, fruit and nut cakes.

As a nod to ‘the old country’ there was
also the introduction of the famous Italian
Amaretti cookie brand ‘Lazzoroni di
Saronno’, which they started distributing
in Western Canada in 2017.

In 2018 Bosa Foods will unveil their
French line Le Saveur de St. Germain. This
will include artisan mustards and, fine
French cheeses complemented by French

charcutterie including the traditional
Bayonne Ham. 

2018 will also see the re-launch of their
original private label brand “Bonta”. With
a brand new look and fresh packing Bonta,
meaning goodness or bountiful will be
reintroducing its line of dried and preserved
legumes and grains. Additionally, we will
see a larger expanded line of traditional
Italian and Spanish canned seafood and
vegetable products.

This scrupulous attention to detail has
not only enabled Bosa Foods to stand out
from the competition, it has made the
company the go-to source for the food

service industry, and it is well known that
its incredible range of olive oils alone
attracts Vancouver’s top chefs who are
looking for quality and value as well as
ways to differentiate their menus.

If that’s not enough, Bosa Foods has
enjoyed considerable success with its own
brands, including La Famiglia, Augusto, and
the perennially popular Italissima. These
brands, along with the imported fare from

Bosa Foods Coffee Shop Team.
La Famiglia Extra Virgin Olive Oil

(L-R) Mary Pellizzari and Bruno Benedet Sr. 
– two of Bosa Foods’ long time employees.
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Benedet snaps brightly to attention. “You know the best way?
Let’s go try them.” And he whisks her to the deli section to open
the bottles and sample the contents. Without fanfare, he has
exhibited another key factor that has made Bosa Foods a trusted
source for wholesale clients: old-world customer service. 

Later, he remarks, “My father as well as Augusto appreciated
the importance of hands-on attentive service, whether we’re
dealing with the smallest independent venue or a national brand.
It’s something we practise without fail.” 

Unsurprisingly, what has worked in the past will continue to
dictate the future of Bosa Foods as an importer and distributor.
“We will continue to enhance our product range and build
relationships,” says
Benedet, adding
that somewhere
down the line a
new distribution
centre will probably
have to be built,
since Bosa Foods
has long outgrown
the current one.

“I’ll be happy as long as we continue to
uphold Augusto’s commitment to provide quality, service, and
product value,” he adds. “Food brings family together.”

Nowhere is this more evident than at Bosa Foods. “Our team,
the Bosa Foods family, they inspire me and together we are
excited for the future.”

Augusto would be proud. ●

Bosa Foods 
Meat Department
Team.

Augusto Coffee

  
 

       
      

Since 1932, Fraccaro has kept its traditional method of 
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Over the past few years, packaging has become almost as important as the product
itself. It now bears the responsibility of protecting the product while simultaneous-
ly helping to sell it.

“Packaging sells products, protects products and consumers, educates consumers and
meets society’s expectations of being environmentally responsible,” states Allen Kirkpatrick,
executive director, Canadian Corrugated & Containerboard Association. 

Kirkpatrick speaks of several trends currently underway within the corrugated
containerboard industry, such as “right-weighting”.

“Significant developments continues to produce ‘right-weight’ packaging materials,” he
explains. “Paper mills are introducing new technology at every opportunity to bring linerboard
and other mediums with improved performance metrics: making more with less.”   

PACKAGING REPORT

By Melanie Franner

Packaging
Potential
New trends point to hot markets

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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In the Works
Some companies are helping to meet

the increased demand for smart packaging
by implementing cutting-edge technology.

“Our latest acquisition of the HP Indigo
6800 and custom made Digicon finishing
equipment is a perfect example of smart
packaging,” says Brad Weale, director of
sales, folding carton division, Great Little

Box Company Ltd. “This label press (which
complements our Flexo presses) is one of
four in North America right now and has
cutting-edge technology to complement
the smart packaging trends.”

Weale is quick to add that smart packaging
has its time and place — for the moment.

“Smart packaging is unique and intuitive
when used in the proper market, such as
larger cities with savvy consumers,” he
notes, acknowledging that it can garner
some initial following but questions its
long-term sustainability.

Kirkpatrick also raises some doubt about

the immediate viability of smart packaging
in the corrugated containerboard industry.

“The intelligent packaging innovations
are not yet at a commercial stage for use
in corrugated packaging,” he says. “It is
likely some years away to refine the
technology and production issues that
will be necessary.”

Regardless, smart packaging is in the future
of the corrugated packaging industry. In the
meantime, Weale goes on to speak of other
industry trends, namely value proposition,
waste reduction and digital printing.

“Our recent addition of our brand new
Folding Carton plant, plus our label and
corrugated divisions, make our value

proposition second to none in the Pacific
Northwest,” he says, adding that the
company is growing by 15 to 20 per cent
per year, as a result.

Weale also notes the continued emphasis
on the environment.

“The industry continues to focus on
the environment with biodegradable
papers, like sugarcane and corn-based
residuals,” he states. “But be careful of
the green washing.”

As for his current focus, Weale is quick
to mention that digital printing has grown
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Although recycling remains a key driver
in the industry, Kirkpatrick is quick to
add that the subject of carbon is also
rising to the forefront.

“Carbon content will soon be more
important than recycled content,” he says.

The Smart Way
One of the big movements in the

packaging industry is the continued
development of smart packaging.

According to a May 2015 report from
MarketsandMarkets Inc., the smart
packaging market is expected to reach
US$39.7 billion, growing at a CAGR of
4.8 per cent from 2014 to 2020. 

Advantages of smart packaging over
their traditional counterparts, as
identified in the report, include increased
shelf life, reduced counterfeiting,
improved safety coupled with low cost
and easy implementation, among others.

“The smart packaging market is driven by

the increased demand for improved health,
safety and authenticity,” states the report,
adding that applications such as food and
beverage and healthcare are expected to be
high-growth areas for the industry.

A June 2017 report from Ameri
Research Inc. offered a more conservative
view of the smart packaging market,
valuing it at US$13.2 billion in 2016
and forecasting growth at a CAGR of 9.7
per cent between 2017 and 2024 to
culminate in 2024 with global sales of
US$27.5 billion.

The report attributes the growth in
this area to stem from the increasing
demand from end-use industries such as
food and beverage, healthcare and
personal care. 

The Ameri Research report also
identifies two areas within the smart
packaging industry: active packaging and
intelligent packaging. 

“Active packaging emerged as the

leading product segment and accounted
for over 60 per cent of the overall market
revenue in 2016,” stated the report.
“Widening application scope in end-use
industries such as pharmaceutical and
cosmetics owing to properties such as
moisture control and corrosion protection
is expected to drive segment growth over
the next seven years.”

The report identifies intelligent
packaging as “packaging that indicates
information regarding various aspects of
the history of the package or the quality”.
It goes on to state that the food and
beverage sector is widely using intelligent
packaging and is estimated to grow at an
above average CAGR from 2017 to 2024.

According to the Ameri Research
report, North America was the leading
regional market for smart packaging. It
accounted for over 45 per cent of the
overall industry revenue in 2016. 

Another factor effecting the growth
of the smart packaging industry is cost.

“High costs associated with smart and
intelligent packaging has been the
restraining factor over the past few
years,” states the Ameri Research report.
“Rigorous innovation and technology
upgradation to achieve maximum output
is slated to influence pricing trends in
the forecast period.”

‘Right-weighting’ is one of several trends underway in the corrugated containerboard
industry notes the Canadian Corrugated & Containerboard Association.

The HP Indigo 6800 acquired by Great Little Box Company Ltd. is the perfect example of
smart packaging.

The advantages of
smart packaging over
their traditional 
counterparts, include
increased shelf life,
reduced counterfeiting,
improved safety 
coupled with low cost
& easy implementation,
amongst others.
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by leaps and bounds over any other type
of finishing technology — and he
anticipates that it will continue to do so
for some time to come.

Kirkpatrick agrees. “There is rapid
movement to provide digital printing on
corrugated products,” he explains. “The
early installations are in the U.S. market,
but Canadians are seriously committed to
the capabilities available in this format.
With zero cost of print plates and no
quantity restrictions, digital print choices
bring endless new marketing opportunities.”

An Exciting Future
With digital printing continuing to gain

a foothold in the corrugated packaging
industry — and with smart and intelligent

packaging hovering in the wings — it
looks like the Canadian corrugated
cardboard industry will experience strong
growth ahead in the years to come. Of
course, factors like the environment —
be they in terms of right-weighting,
recycling or carbon footprint — will also
have a role to play in how this industry
plays out in the future. Regardless, the
outlook looks positive — for the packaging
industry, the brand owners and the
consumers themselves.  ●

As data, technology, the omni-chan-
nel and shopper continue to become
more complex… how is your organi-

zation changing to improve your approach
and stay ahead of the competition?  Many
organizations are continuing to do things
the way they always have — very tactically
and with little association with strategy
and the target shopper.  This is despite
your increased investments in data, shop-
per insights & marketing and technology.
So what’s the opportunity?

Refresh your Category
Management Process!

Last year the Category Man-
agement Association refreshed
the category management
process (called CatMan 2.0™)
to modernize a rather anti-
quated CatMan 1.0.  The big
changes in the process include
the addition of an “internal
alignment” pre-step, a larger
focus on shopper (through
shopper insights & marketing),
and a more detailed execution
and product supply focus. Cate-
gory Management should not
be limited to the department
that does analytics and/or
schematics — it has the opportunity to
become a strategic pillar to help you accom-
plish your corporate objectives.

CONNECT SHOPPER 
INSIGHTS INTO YOUR 
CATEGORY ASSESSMENTS,
CATEGORY REVIEWS, 
BUSINESS REVIEWS

When assessing your business or your
retailer’s business, it starts with under-
standing how the overall business is
performing — volume, share, profit,
growth — versus targets and versus com-
petition. Once you establish how the
business is performing, you should tie in
with understanding what shopper
behaviour is driving the results. This
means that you require some type of
ongoing shopper behaviour data avail-
able, to give you perspective most
importantly on measures like share of
wallet, $/household, leakage and conver-
sion, and secondarily on demographics.

This should be followed by a tactical
analysis to determine how changes to the
tactics may have driven results — including
pricing, promotion, shelving and assort-
ment.  Even if you don’t measure some-
thing like “shelving”, you should know your
business enough to understand if there
were significant changes to the shelf over
the period of time that could have driven
baseline sales.

Based on this approach, you should have
business issues and opportunities identi-
fied.  Some of these issues or opportunities
may be explainable, based on some of the
tactics that were employed, or based on
completing the shopper and tactical
assessment, and/or knowing that competi-
tive activity had an affect on the business.
For example, if incremental sales are down
10 per cent and I ran three ads last year
and two this year, or my pricing is 10 per
cent higher than the market on promoted
items, then there is less of a need to drill
further into shopper insights. But if a key
issue or opportunity is not explainable,
then this is where you should tie in to
understand the “why”. You need to be
careful, because we want to “fix” issues or
opportunities immediately with tactics, and
sometimes we may be making assumptions
that aren’t correct.  That’s when the shop-
per insights are critical. 

NEXT STEP:  
Develop a common analytic pathway that
incorporates all key data sources and
shopper insights for more effective, shop-
per-focused opportunity identification.

There are many ways for you to improve
your approach.  I’ve put together five
suggestions below:

BETTER DEFINE YOUR 
OVERALL CATEGORY 
MANAGEMENT APPROACH

So what is it that you’re trying to accom-
plish using category management?  Many
organizations lack a formalized catman
strategy including retail format strategies,
target shopper identification, category def-
initions and segmentation, category role
assignments (plus the tactics associated

with each), category strategies
& scorecards to reflect a more
advanced category manage-
ment approach for your busi-
ness. This includes guidelines
and processes related to some
of the key elements of category
management (ie. Category and
brand health assessments,
assortment, innovation, space
management, pricing, promo-
tion, shopper marketing) for an
aligned approach across your
organization.  

NEXT STEP:  
Work with your team to define your overall
category management strategies.

How are you going to
Achieve Your Goals in 2018?  

1

2

Sue Nicholls is the founder
of Category Management
Knowledge Group.

The outlook looks 
positive – for the 
packaging industry, the
brand owners and the
consumers themselves.

Packaging needs to produce the product
while simultaneously helping to sell it.
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The idea of distance helps to define what buying local means. Grocers may include local as anything grown
or produced in the Western provinces, such as tree fruit from lush British Columbia or beef from cattle-rich
Alberta. Yet, consumers may have a different take on this.  For some, local means within a 100-mile radius,

as popularized in the book The 100-Mile Diet by Alisa Smith and J.B MacKinnon. Others shop for items from with-
in their province. The Canada Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) defines local as “Food produced in the province in
which it is sold, or food sold across provincial borders, within 50 km of the originating province or territory.”

According to September 2013 survey from Ipsos Marketing, Omnibus Web, entitled Major Consumer Trends,
British Columbia jumped ahead of other Western provinces with 21 per cent shopping for items within their city

or municipality. The province tied with Alberta, both with 21 per cent of consumers choosing to shop
regionally. As for pride in province, Alberta came in first place with 25 per cent of consumers shopping

for provincially grown or made products.
Why do consumers shop local? The short answer is freshness. Local food arrives in stores
quickly, which is key for perishable items. It is also seasonal and abundant, thereby making it

cheaper on the pocketbook. That said, smaller farms producing specialty items may charge a
premium.

Local food is considered to be healthier, maintaining more nutrients because of shorter
shipping times, with better control over food safety issues. Consumers trust there are less
pesticides used in local produce than imported.

Environmentally, local foods use less fuel for shipping, reducing transportation waste
by cutting back on pollution and green house gas emissions resulting in better air

quality. Less transportation also requires less packaging. 

BUYING LOCAL

By Karen Barr

DEVELOP SHOPPER
FOCUSED CATEGORY 
STRATEGIES AND 
SCORECARDS: 

Every category needs strategies and an
associated scorecard – and both retailers
and suppliers should have these outlined
as part of their overall strategy.  The cate-
gory strategies are identified after you do
a deep analysis on the category and identi-
fy the biggest areas of opportunity to help
you achieve your goals.  Examples may
include some of the more traditional ones
like “Traffic Building” to draw shoppers to
the store or down the aisle, or “Excitement
Creating” to drive new, seasonal and/or
rapidly growing segments.  But you should
also include other more specific, shopper-
focused strategies like “Use Store Brand to
Satisfy Value Shopper”, “Load Shoppers in
Premium Segment”, “Increase Loyalty of
Emotional Dog Owner” that reflect both
behavioural and perceptual learning.  They
should tie in with shopper insights that are
drawn from research.  These strategies set
the stage for you achieving your category
goals and need to be developed with a
strong understanding of the category,
trends and your target shopper.

Once the strategies are developed, cate-
gory scorecards need to be developed to
connect the category opportunities and
subsequent strategies to your targets (what
you’re trying to accomplish).  Category

scorecards are a “must have” for category
plans for both retailers and manufacturers,
because every plan needs objectives by
which organizations can measure success. 

MOVE TO SHOPPER-
FOCUSED CATEGORY AND
BRAND ASSORTMENTS

Incorporate Shopper-Focused Metrics
and Advanced Technologies Into Your
Assortment

Assortment is where many teams and
organizations spend large amounts of ana-
lytic time and attention, but if products
never make it to a retailer’s shelf because
they don’t suit the shopper’s changing
needs, all of that time and attention is
wasted. The days of having 100 per cent
distribution objectives for your brand line-
up are over, because of the broad range of
store formats (e.g. grocery, drug, mass,
convenience, dollar, online).  Your shopper-
focused assortment analysis should
include elements like transferable demand,
category decision trees, demand-based
clustering and assortment localization,
innovation and a review of some of the lat-
est and greatest assortment technology
and tools available. 

NEXT STEP:  
Develop assortment best practices that

reflect more advanced analytics, data
sources and shopper-focused considerations.

BUILD MORE STRATEGIC-
FOCUSED SHELF STRATEGIES
AND PROCESSES FOR
ADVANCED SOLUTIONS

Space management goes beyond pretty
pictures.  It relates to shelf space optimiza-
tion, category adjacencies, shelf layouts,
store cluster/store specific planograms, and
shopper-focused category decision trees.
Space management goes hand in hand with
assortment, as changes in one affects the
other. Once again, the new data sources,
technologies and focus on shopper require
changes that need to be reflected in more
advanced space management work.    

To improve your approach to space man-
agement, you need to learn about the impor-
tance of internal preparation and require-
ments for effective space management,
including advanced data sources, item level
databases, technologies, analytics and
processes to reflect shopper-focused, and
future-thinking approaches to space man-
agement (e.g. retail store clustering, localized
planograms, category decision trees). 

NEXT STEP:  
Determine ways for you to improve your

space management approach for more fact-
based, shopper-focused shelving solutions.

In this time when we’re all talking about
shopper Insights and importance of shop-
per and investing lots of budget  into new
data and technology, remember that some-
times you need to look back at the basics
and see how they need to be improved.  It’s
what I call the “non-sexy” stuff — but if you
don’t have the strategies for what you’re
trying to accomplish in category manage-
ment, including processes and guidelines
on things like target shopper, analytic path-
ways for standard category and business
reviews, common approaches to tactical
analysis, you will limit your potential.

Moving forward with a more advanced
approach starts with training — not training
on software and new data sources, but on
critical & strategic thinking .  Right now is
when you’re making budget decisions on
where to allocate your 2018 dollars — and an
area that is one of the lowest cost, but one
that tends to get cut first — is training.  With-
out it, you’re limiting your data, technology
and people potential.  So where are your
opportunities for improvement in category
management, that can help you achieve
some of your overall goals for 2018? ●

continued on page 54

Sue Nicholls is the founder of “Category Management
Knowledge Group”, an online, accredited category 
management training company.  
She can be reached at sue@cmkg.org.
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The B.C. Egg Marketing Board, the non-profit
organization that manages the province’s egg
farming industry, formed in 1967 as a way of

controlling the price of eggs for both the consumer
and farmer. “Back then, there had been no control
over supply,” says Amanda Brittain, manager of com-
munications and marketing.

Today the B.C. Egg Marketing Board is 137
registered farms strong, with an average of 22,000
hens each or almost 3.1 million-layer hens collectively
and a whopping 64 million dozen eggs annually.
Approximately 82 per cent of the British Columbia
farms are in the Lower Mainland and Fraser Valley.
The Interior has 12 per cent of the farms and ther
remainder (six per cent) are on Vancouver Island.

“The farmers care passionately about their hens.
Hen welfare is the number one priority,” says Brittain.
This includes clean, temperature controlled barns
and giving the  hen access to fresh food and water. 

“People buy local eggs for freshness,” Brittain states. “Our eggs are picked up
from farms by the grading stations and in grocery stores within four-seven days.”
The eggs are washed, graded and packaged at grading stations registered and
inspected by Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA), ensuring B.C. eggs are of the
highest quality.

About 75 per cent of the British Columbia egg production is white eggs from hens
in conventional or small cages. Yet, Brittain points to enriched cages, now becoming
the norm. These cages are larger, with more room for the hens to move, and include
perches, scratch pads and nest areas.

But, consumers are become increasing aware of food production and more frequently
searching for specialty products. Brittain says the B.C. Egg Marketing Board is ready.
“We are willing to do what the consumer wants.”

Specialty egg production is currently about 25 per cent of their production. Within
this category, Free Range eggs are from hens that are raised cage free, with access to

move inside and outside of the barn. Free Run eggs are from hens that are also cage-free, but stay inside the barn.
Organic eggs follow standards that include feeding hens organic feed, without antibiotics. Omega Enhanced eggs
come from hens that are fed flax and/or fish oil. “B.C. is the leader in cage-free production,” says Brittain.

Why are specialty eggs less popular? “It is a price point,” Brittain admits. Current prices show B.C. regular eggs
are priced at $3.83, while the organic are $7.48 per dozen.

But, when compared to the price of meat, fish and poultry, eggs are still an economical choice. One large
Canada Grade A egg (53 grams) contains six grams of protein. Two eggs meet the Canada Food Guide’s requirement
for one serving of Meat & Alternatives.

Through the help of the B.C. Egg Marketing Board, B.C. egg farmers have been able to operate independently,
without government subsidies. British Columbia residents are able to enjoy fresh eggs, while supporting local
famers, job growth and a thriving community.  ●
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B.C Egg Marketing Board sees 80 million dozen eggs annually.

Amanda Brittain, manager
of communications and
marketing, B.C. Egg 
Marketing Board

Thriving Hens and 
CommunitiesBUYING LOCAL
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Consumers also point to strengthening the economy by shopping
local. This in turn helps local farmers and entrepreneurs, while creating
jobs and connecting the community. A 2011 survey by Legar Marketing
with Equiterre reported that 94 per cent of consumers who shop local
do so to better the economy. And local just may be the new organic.
In this same survey 70 per cent of respondents reported that they
were more concerned with the origin of the food they purchased,
then whether or not it was organic.

A 2011 Farm Credit Canada survey on Canadian Food Purchase
Intentions showed that some consumers were willing to pay even
more for local. This included households with more than $100,000 per
year in annual income. Additionally, 52 per cent of consumers over
the age of 55 were also willing to pay a premium.  This percentage
dropped to 42 per cent of consumers age 35-54, but is still significant.

Buying locally keeps a unique variety of products in the store to
peak customer interests. Correct labeling to tell the food story helps
to increase sales. Grocers who supply locally grown or produced foods
help align themselves to the goals of consumers, by showing their
commitment to social, economic and environmental factors, as well as
the health of consumers and prosperity of the community. ●

Capturing elusive impulse sales is
the goal of every grocer. It is
becoming increasingly challenging

to capture those sales through off the
shelf purchases alone. Grocers are facing
increased demands to showcase the
products in unique and creative ways.
Well-planned displays generate the most
opportunity to lift sales.

A 2016 white paper by Shop
Association found that half of shoppers
surveyed recalled seeing at least one
display in store. Further, end cap and
freestanding were recalled most. Floor
stand displays make up about 53 per
cent of grocery displays and end caps
account for about one third. They report
that as much as 68 per cent of purchases
are impulse driven and grocery shoppers
are two and a half times more likely to
select a product off a display.

Merchandising grocery outlets with

planned displays allows incidental items
like candy and cake mixes to move into
non-traditional floor space, indicates
Marketing Magazine. Strategically placing
cakes near fruit toppings puts the
incidental items in higher traffic areas
resulting in a sales boost. 

Displays must command shoppers
attention. Connecting with the shopper
and quickly conveying information
increases sales by demonstrating value for
the consumer. Be consistent across all
store locations for branding. 

Creating impactful displays requires
planning. Consider these six criteria to
make great builds.  

Change It Up
Avoid becoming stale by regularly

changing displays. Derek Dewolf, vice-
president store operations with Quality
Foods says,“The longest we have a display

up is two weeks. This is the ninja side of
our company; we change about 10 displays
a week in all of our stores. Large front of
store displays are changed every two weeks
and front ends every week.”

Location counts. “We make sure it is
built in the right spot at the start,” adds
Dewolf.  

Keeping consumers interested requires
knowing your store and customers. Dewolf
says their plans come from head office,
but individual stores have the opportunity
to finesse it. 

“Customers coming into the store do
not want to see the same thing,” says
Dewolf. “If we plan a big build for a week
and sell through it in five days, we kill it
and plan a new build.” 

Variety Spices Up Sales
Grocers need to avoid monotony. If the

front of store display is always soft drinks,

EFFECTIVE DISPLAY

By Karen D. Crowdis

continued from page 51

LOCAL JUST MAY BE THE NEW ORGANIC. 
In this same survey 70 per cent of respondents reported
that they were more concerned with the origin of the food
they purchased, then whether or not it was organic.

Courtesy of Shutterstock



changing brands is not enough to maintain
customer interest. Displays should be big
enough to garner attention and allow for
customers to touch and take without
destroying the full display. This
necessitates enough inventory to service
the display and the demand. 

“We commit to inventory, sell through
it and move to the next,” notes Dewolf.

Seasonal or specialty themes are great
planning baselines. Dewolf suggests
considering elements like weather, season,
themes like sporting events or holidays
when determining displays. Working
through those criteria and developing pre-
planned builds on paper are key to creating
effective displays. 

Not A One Trick Pony
There is a balance in creating the

arrangements. Large displays generate a lot of
interest, but can easily end up monochromatic
in either colour scheme or product. Planning
ahead can alleviate that issue. 

“Displays with a focal point and large
impact are the best for results,” adds
Dewolf. “Large colourful displays with a
drive for the sale work well along with a
vendor direction.”

Grouping like or complementary products
creates a complete purchase package for
customers, making it easy to close the sale. 

“A large display with five or so products
will drive more sales. Make half of the
display the main focus and the other half
to complement. The goal is to sell three
things off the end,” says Dewolf. However,
“Too many items makes the display hard
to refill. Often best-sellers get refilled

with slower sellers and that costs sales,”
cautions Dewolf. 

Complexity comes from ensuring that
there are no company conflicts that may
alienate suppliers. Maintaining solid vendor
relations as well as keeping consumers
interested is a vital consideration. 

“Everything we sell is same company
in displays,” Dewolf says. “You will never
see two company products together. We
take great care in that.”

Utilize Unique Props
Making a display unique may also

include unexpected props incorporated
into the display. Consider the function of
the products being displayed and then
consider how those items will be put to
use in real life settings. Creatively adding
non-grocery items that relate to the display
can add extra interest. Placing unexpected
items in a display will catch the consumer
off guard and may generate a long enough
pause to focus on the display. It can also
bolster sales of some of the incremental
inventory the store may carry like foil
pans, can openers or tea towels. 

Designer Labels
Labelling a display is critical to its

success. Customers should be able to get
all the information they need from the
labels — if they have to ask, they will
likely pass. Use labels to communicate
price, sale date and value to the customer. 

“Help tell a story,” suggests Dewolf.
“We usually do our own in-house POS so
we can control the wording and match
our store feel and philosophy.” 

Signs need to be clear to be effective.
Dewolf adds that “too many signs makes

it hard for customers to see what is going
on,” which may prevent a sale. 

Track, Record, Report…
Repeat

The final key to effective displays is
evaluating. Shop Association says that
displays should be viewed as an investment,
not an expense because of their effec-
tiveness is generating additional sales. But
as with any investment, evaluation is
required to determine whether they worked.
So tracking, recording and reporting are
crucial end steps with displays. 

“Track everything,” says  Dewolf. “Get
reports on everything. We can evaluate
each store at any given time to determine
if a store override on the display has been
more or less effective.” Understanding the
data will help plan future builds. 

Impulse and incremental sales are critical
to grocer success. Well-planned displays
create consumer interest and can drive
their purchasing decisions in store.
Effective displays require attention to
detail while infusing fun and interest into
stores to keep consumers coming back —
and spending more. ●
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Derek Dewolf, 
vice-president, 
store operations, 
Quality Foods 
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Canada’s dairy industry has become a
topic in some high-level conversa-
tions. Making headlines almost daily,

Canada, Mexico, and the U.S. are discussing
NAFTA, the 1994 trade agreement that cre-
ated one of the world’s largest free-trade
zones. While economists and political pun-
dits make educated predictions about the
outcome of renegotiation, at the time of
writing this, it is all very much up in the
air. Among the many topics being dis-
cussed is the supply-management system
under which Canada’s dairy industry oper-
ates, a system that plans domestic produc-
tion, administers pricing, and controls
imports, while ensuring fairness to farmers
without paying them subsidies.1

Isabelle Bouchard, director of
communications and government relations
for the Dairy Farmers of Canada (DFC),
points out that dairy wasn’t part of the
first NAFTA agreement, and there is no
valid new evidence to support dairy being
discussed now. 

“The Prime Minister and his cabinet
have clearly expressed their support and

willingness to defend the dairy industry and
supply management, and dairy representatives
are attending every round of the re-
negotiations to ensure that their actions
continue to match their words,” says Bouchard.
“DFC will continue to advocate that Canadian
dairy farmers must not be negatively impacted
as a consequence of any trade agreement.” 

Bouchard also points out that Canada’s
current system provides benefits to the
United States.

“Canada has a large trade deficit with
the U.S. for dairy products: CA$558M to
CA$112M in 2016 – a ratio of five to one,”
says Bouchard. “In fact, in 2016, Canada
and U.S. trade in agriculture products was
valued at CA$47 billion, for which the U.S.
enjoys a trade surplus of CAD$2.2 billion.” 

Nevertheless, some Americans would
like Canada to terminate supply-
management for dairy, as well as poultry

and eggs. The key argument is that it
protects industries. However, the U.S. also
protects industries. 

Ed Fast, Conservative MP for Abbotsford,
B.C. and a former minister of international
trade in the Harper government, pointed
this out in his Manitoba Co-operator article
last August. “The United States, for
example, provides billions of dollars of
subsidies to its dairy industry, providing
an unfair advantage over other dairy-
producing countries,” says Fast. “The
bottom line: There is presently no level
playing field which ensures that everyone
plays by the same rules and prevents
protectionist policies from being used to
provide some countries with an unfair
trade advantage.”2

So while DFC doesn’t expect NAFTA to
affect dairy, they are watching proceedings
closely — and with good reason. Dairy is

DAIRY REPORT

By Carolyn Camilleri

Discussing Dairy 

Between NAFTA talks, Canada Food Guide revisions,
and changing consumer preferences, Canada’s dairy
industry has become something of a hot topic. 

Photo credit: Trevor Allen
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Within Canada’s traditional milk
category, trends clearly reveal a preference
for lower fat milk, with standard milk
(3.25 per cent fat) showing the greatest
rate of decline from 1977 to 2015. Sales
of partly skimmed milk (two per cent fat)
increased from 1977 until 1989, then
decreased and levelled off at around
1,250,000 kilolitres from 2009 onward.
Sales for one per cent fat milk grew from
1990 to 2009, then decreased to 503,000
kilolitres in 2015. Skim milk increased
from 1977 to around 290,000 kilolitres in
2009, but decreased to around 201,000
kilolitres in 2015. While the total
commercial sales of all fat levels of milk
peaked in 2009 at 2,741,000 kilolitres, it
decreased to 2,538,000 kilolitres in 2015. 

At the same time, there has been a
long-term increase in demand for cheese,
yogurt, and butter. Canadian dairy farmers
are keeping up with the changes. 

“We do know that in 2017, the increase
in demand is very healthy as well, and
production on dairy farms in Canada has

kept pace, increasing to meet this
demand,” says Bouchard. “There are
ongoing investments at the farm level and
in processing to increase the capacity to
meet this demand.” 

Consider yogurt. From 1960 to 2015,
yogurt available for consumption went
from 1.6 litres per person to 10.9 litres
per person. Within yogurt, there has a
been a huge increase in attention on
probiotics and fermented dairy products
like kefir, says Donat Koller, owner of
Happy Days Dairy.

“Anything health related sells,” says
Koller. 

But while changes indicate a more
health-conscious population, consumption
has increased for some high-fat products. 

“Fat is getting trendier again,” says
Koller. “Regular or even high-fat yogurts
out-sell the low fats.”

In fact, butter is making a comeback,
perhaps, largely because butterfat has
been proven less harmful than previously
thought. Per capita butter consumption
has increased from 2.72 kilograms to 3.21
kilograms between 2007 to 2016.9  

Cheese consumption has also increased
according to the Statistics Canada consumer
preferences report. Cheddar cheese
availability has increased 149 per cent
from 1.3 kilograms of cheese per person
in 1960 to 3.2 kilograms in 2015. The
reports also states that Canadian consumers
have expanded their palate for more refined
cheeses, with variety cheeses increasing
steadily since 1960 from 0.6 kilograms
per person and levelling off from six to

7.1 kilograms per person between 1997
and 2015. 

And it’s not just cow milk cheese. Koller
confirms that cheese in general sells – as
food and as flavouring – and points out
that it was named one of five food trends
at the Winter Fancy Food Show in San
Francisco in January 2017.  

“Within the cheese market, specialty
cheeses, including goat and sheep milk
cheeses and flavoured cheeses, lead the
growth,” he says. 

Note, too, that while cheese

consumption is increasing, processed
cheese consumption has declined from
3.1 kilograms per person in 1990 to 1.57
kilograms in 2015, indicating a possible
aversion to processed foods. 

In other words, Canadians are getting
choosier about cheese — and Canadian
cheesemakers are paying attention. For
example, Bothwell Cheese, noted for
making cheese with 100 per cent Canadian
milk, recently announced the launch of a
line made with milk from dairy cows fed
non-GMO crops. 
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very important to Canada. Census of
Agriculture figures for 2016 indicate the
dairy industry supports 22,904 jobs in the
manufacturing sector and 18,805 jobs in
dairy farm operations. Dairy is the third
largest agricultural industry in Canada and
the largest in Quebec. Canada has 471
dairy plants, with the largest processors
being Saputo, Agropur, and Parmalat;
11,280 dairy farms with milk shipments;
and approximately 959,100 dairy cows,
producing an average of 88.3 hl of milk
per cow.3 That’s a lot of milk and a big
industry in a country the size of Canada.

Moreover, Canadians support it. On June
29, 2017, Wally Smith, the DFC president,
wrote, “Campaign Research published the
results of a poll on May 26 that asked
Canadians whether or not they approve
of supply management. The results were
crystal clear: 75 per cent of Canadians
approve of supply management.”4

Canada Food Guide 
Revisions

But NAFTA is not the only issue being
discussed. This past summer, Health Canada
released some details about upcoming
changes to the Canada Food Guide. Among
the proposed changes are less red meat,
more plant-based foods, and the
elimination of the separate “milk and
alternatives” group. Instead, meat, milk,
and plant-based proteins will be together
in one protein category.5

News of the proposed changes drew responses

from the dairy and meat sectors. In a Global
News article, Isabelle Neiderer, DFC’s director of
nutrition and research, is quoted as saying
such a move is, “A disservice to the Canadian
population and frankly, a recipe for disaster in
terms of bone health,” while the Canadian
Meat Council called the proposed
recommendations, “So general that they aren’t
helpful for consumers in choosing what foods
to eat, in what quantities and how often.”6

The same article includes comments
from Hasan Hutchinson, director general
of nutritional policy and programs at
Health Canada, who said that unlike
previous revisions of the food guide,
industry doesn’t have an opportunity to
meet one-on-one with Health Canada and
instead must submit their comments along

with the rest of the general public. “We
have to ensure the development of the
guidance is really free from any conflict
of interest,” said Hutchinson in the article.

The Food Guide revision process
continues, with completion in stages
through 2018 and 2019.7

Changing Consumer 
Preferences

Ultimately, the greatest influence on
the dairy sector is the consumer. On April
21, 2017, Statistics Canada released the
report “Changes in Canadians’ preferences
for milk and dairy products.8  The report
traces the Canadian dairy industry from
the 1500s, when early settlers brought
dairy cattle from Europe, to today’s $6
billion industry (2015 farm receipts). And
since 2009 — despite an increased
population — commercial milk sales have
declined. Possible contributors to the
decline include an aging and more
ethnically diverse population, who are less
likely to drink milk; increased availability
of dairy milk substitutes, such as soy and
almond milk; and increased availability of
frozen desserts made with alternative bases,
such as coconut oil. 

While the rise in dairy alternatives may
reflect demand from people who are lactose
intolerant or who have specific dietary
preferences, the report notes that data
are only available for traditional milk and
not milk substitutes. However, data (based
on Nielsen Company and Mintel research)
is available on the U.S. market: sales of
almond milk from 2011 to 2015 grew by
250 per cent and over $894 million in
total sales; traditional milk sales declined
seven per cent in 2015 alone. 

Courtesy of Shutterstock

Courtesy of Shutterstock
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Perhaps one of the best examples of
changing preferences is Koller’s Happy
Days Dairy. While Koller produces some
organic cow milk products like feta and
cream cheese, the focus is on goat milk
products: cheese, yogurt, kefir, butter,
and their biggest seller, bottled goat milk. 

“Goat products continue to grow,
because of their digestibility, less side
effects for people with allergies, and being
a small industry, additives like growth
hormones are not even available for goats,”
says Koller. 

While he sees a steady 10 per cent
increase in sales per year, his Canadian
Goat Milk Powder has grown 400 per cent
in the last two years.

Canadians Want 
Canadian Products 

Which brings us back to NAFTA. Koller
isn’t concerned about NAFTA and other
political and economic decisions the
governments make. 

“Our target client shops local and wants
to know where the food comes from,” he
says. “The client is health-conscious and
also watches the environmental footprint.
No import product can ever compete with
these views.” 

DFC is also keenly aware of the consumer
preference for Canadian products. 

“We know Canadians love and want to
buy Canadian products,” says Bouchard.
“Some of the greatest opportunities for
grocers can be found in offering a broad
selection of the world-class products that
are made from 100 per cent Canadian dairy.”

As NAFTA negotiations continue, and
as political events south of the border
draw worldwide attention, more Canadians
may — in that characteristically quiet,
polite way — be making shopping
decisions based on identifiers like the DFC
logo on the milk carton. 

Tips for Cross-Selling 
with Dairy

The dairy department can be confusing
for consumers. The sheer number of

product options can be an organizational
challenge for store staff and overwhelming
for customers. Oftentimes, because product
location is determined by contract with
suppliers, beyond shelf displayers to draw
attention to new products and sales, there
are few opportunities for merchandising. 

However, the specialty cheese de-
partment allows for more cross-selling
creativity. Koller says his cheeses sell best
as a specialty and healthy food items.

“Cross-merchandising works well with
artisan flatbreads and crackers, and organic
cucumber and tomatoes for feta or yogurt,”
he says. “We do some convenient items
like crumbled goat and organic feta or
shredded goat mozza — our fastest
growing cheese currently — which goes
well with pizza crust for homemade pizza
or salads.”

Bouchard suggests cheese in fresh pasta
displays or paired with wine and beer,
where available. 

“Retailers may also consider allocating
space in refrigerated units near checkouts,
making it is easier to ‘grab dairy and go,’”
says Bouchard.  ●
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DID YOU KNOW?

The Canadian Cheese 
Directory lists more than
1,050 Canadian-made cheeses
from cow, goat, sheep, and
buffalo milk. 

Classification is by moisture content:
35 per cent firm cheeses; 26 per cent
soft cheese; 22 per cent semi-soft
cheese; 11 per cent fresh cheese; 4
per cent hard cheese; and 2 per cent
blue-veined cheese. 

Source: cheese-fromage.agr.gc.ca

Canada’s Dairy
Industry: 
2016 numbers

Total Net farm cash receipts 
from dairying: 
$6.17 billion

Dairy manufacturing 
shipments: 
$17.7 billion

Dairy cattle population 
(dairy cows and heifers):
1.4 million head (Jan 1, 2017)

Number of dairy farms: 
11,280 (Aug 1, 2016)

Milk production: 
84.7 million hl

Organic milk production 
(dairy year 2015/16): 
1.111 million hl

Goat milk production: 
0.547 million hl

Source: www.dairyinfo.gc.ca

Per capita 
consumption (2016)

Fluid milk  . . . . . .69.53 litres
Cheese  . . . . . . . . . . .13.38 kg
Cream  . . . . . . . . .10.06 litres
Yogurt  . . . . . . . . .10.53 litres
Ice Cream  . . . . . . .4.28 litres
Butter . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3.21 kg

Source: www.dairyinfo.gc.ca

Happy Days’ Goat Milk Powder has grown
400 per cent in the last two years.

                     

 
              

 

 

 

     
    

   
    
    

    

   
    
    

    
    

 

 

 

Slice carefully.
Enjoy passionately.

Made with quality Canadian milk by skilled cheese-makers,  
Canadian cheeses are local, flavourful, and guaranteed favourites.
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SPECIALTY FOODS

By Anne-Marie Hardie

Canadian Consumers
are Seeking out the
Stories Behind the
Specialty Foods 

To say that there has been an evolu-
tion in specialty food is an under-
statement. There has been a com-

plete revolution, where ingredients once
seen as specialized can now be found
throughout the mainstream aisles.  

“It’s no longer specialty food, its
becoming a consumer experience,” says
Anthony Morello, president, Aurora Foods.
“People are becoming genuinely interested
in the stories behind the imported foods
they are buying.” 

Canadians are curious about the heritage
behind the brand, the production,
and the old-world charm of their
foods. They are “wanting to develop
a connection,” says Ken Kwong,
executive vice-president, regional
manager for BC, New Age Marketing
and Brand Management. “We see

this through a variety of ways from
increased demand for artisanal products to
engagement with products whose story
resonates with the consumer’s values.” 

Click Culture
Perhaps one of largest impacts in the

speciality food industry is not the food
itself, but the way that consumers are
interacting it.  “More than ever people
don’t just want to eat great food they
want to share knowledge they’ve gained
and create that experience,” says Morello.
Social media has provided the opportunity
to share food exploration with others. 

This new platform is not only used as a
tool to connect with others but also a
source of information.  Dietary food
choices, such as non-GMO, organic and
gluten free, have generated a stream of
content in social media.

“Specialty food is highly influenced and
molded by technology,” says Kwong.  One
of the biggest indicators of the impact of
technology on food choices is the organic
food trend.  Although organic food has
been accessible since the ‘60s, shares

RETURNING TO OUR 

Roots
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Kwong, “consumer interest in this platform
didn’t really take off until approximately
15 years ago.” This shift in consumption
trends coincides with both increased access
to information and the ability to share
through social media.  

Although social media can
encourage product experi-
mentation, there is also the
possibility of the system
being used to misinform. “The
consumer is educating them-
selves, but we want to make
sure that they are getting the
right information,” says Kwong.
“Retailers can become that
trusted resource.” 

Education is not just about talking about
the facts of the food, it is about responding
to the consumer’s needs, whether it’s offering
a sample of a deli meat or simply sharing
an experience where the grocery staff used
the product.  “Part of our role is reassuring
the customer that they are making a good
choice,” says Chantal von Rotz, manager,
Valbella Gourmet Foods.  “Sharing our own
experiences with the product helps validate
the customer’s decision.”

Expanding the Market
Share 

From gluten free grains to orthodox teas,
consumers are looking for foods that
respond to both their lifestyle choices and
their taste buds. Today’s shoppers are much
more health-minded, and they continue to
look for products that are both nutrient
rich and flavourful. This is particularly true
in the snack food segment with consumers
shifting from chocolate bars and chips to
nuts and meat jerky. “Healthy snacks have
to also be tasty snacks. If it’s only healthy,
it’s not going to take market share,” says

Chuck Corrigan, brand manager, C.B. Powell.
“Flavours help to expand the product’s
reach and their attraction.” 

With the growth of consumer awareness
came the opportunity for new products to

penetrate the market. “Quinoa
is a great example of this. Once
limited to soups, now quinoa
can be found throughout the
grocery aisles including ready
to eat vegetarian meals,
breakfast items, flours, whole
grains and even in the sweet
category,” says Santiago Stacey,
cofounder and CEO, Live Kuna. 

This increased growth has
resulted in specialty food

products no longer being restricted to
gourmet shops and health food retailers,
but transcending throughout the retail
space.  “The speciality food market is
about offering consumers choices,” says
Gary Hoskins, business development
manager, Terra International Foods. “They
are willing to pay more for better quality
and healthier products.”

Specialty Food Meets
Convenience

With health on their mind, customers
are looking for speciality food products
wherever they go, whether it’s a
convenience store, the closest grocery
store or even the gas station. “People
don’t have time anymore, but they still
want ready-made meals from places that
they can trust, where they are getting a
gourmet, home-cooked meal, away from
home,” says van Rotz.

These consumers are looking to create
relationships with retailers that they can
trust, and transparency with their product
line will help demonstrate their

commitment to specialty foods. The health-
minded consumer not only impacts their
meal choices, but also their snacks.  “People
are more discriminating about what they
have for their snacks,” says Corrigan.
“They are also grazing more, instead of
sitting down for a main course, and so
they are looking to get more value out of
the snacks, with high protein foods, like
nuts, becoming their snack of choice.” 

When it comes to product merchandising,
retailers should look for opportunities for
consumers to engage with the products.
“We have seen success when retailers tie in
promotions to cultural events like Cinco de
Mayo and Oktoberfest,” says Hoskins. “As
we become more global, we are willing to
talk about more foods, the conversation has
transcended from what a country eats, to
what different meals are available to try.” 

It is about using the retail space to not
only showcase the product, but com-
municate the message behind the product.
“There is no secret here, if you truly want
to differentiate with a food experience it
has to come to life in-store otherwise all
you have to fight with is price,” says
Morello.  Retailers can help move the
products off the shelf by engaging with
the consumer both in and out of the store,
including product sampling, recipes, and
incorporating social media as part of their
marketing strategy.  

There is no question that speciality food
has evolved into mainstream culture with
Canadians actively seeking a variety of
healthier products to support their dietary

needs.  Consumers are still considering taste,
clean labels and dietary needs in their food
choices, but it’s going beyond that.  Today’s
customers are looking for flavourful, nutrient
dense food that responds to both their
dietary needs and their values.  ●

Terra International knows that in some cases what is old is new again — based on simple
ingredients and usage.

Chantal von Rotz, manager Valbella Gourmet Foods

Gary Hoskins, business
development manager,
Terra International Foods
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in thebag

Local Canadian Success Story –
Introducing Better-For-You
SPOKES Air-Puffed Potato Snacks

Left Field Foods has
launched SPOKES air-puffed
potato snacks. A light and
crunchy potato snack that is
air-puffed {never oil fried},
SPOKES are lightly oil-misted
and seasoned for a naturally
delicious clean and crisp taste
experience. Made with good-
for-you simple ingredients,
SPOKES are gluten-free, non
GMO Project Verified and
have only 40 calories per cup.

Available in nine flavours, there is something for everyone: Sea
Salt, Mango Habanero, Sea Salt & Vinegar, Barbecue, Dill Pickle,
Salt & Pepper, Fiesta Salsa, Sea Salted Caramel and Simply Bare.
“Created by a Canadian Mom who wanted a Better-For-You (BFY)
snack for her family, SPOKES was born as a result of many years’
work refining product development and consumer research. We’re
naturally curious, and are always experimenting with new things.
With an emphasis on wholesome, naturally simple ingredients and
great taste, we set out to create a delicious snack the whole family
can love. The new brand is quickly gaining traction with extremely
positive consumer response so far, and for good reason,” says Dave
Pullar, CEO of Left Field Foods. 

Aurora Introduces Caffè Motta

Caffe Motta offers a full range of blends for all tastes and different
parts of the day! This coffee is characterized by a blend of sublime
aroma. This comes from the quality of the raw materials, strictly

selected among the major producers, stands
out for the full taste which preserves the nat-
ural flavour of the coffee. 

Allessia Spray Oils fromAurora

Allessia no-stick Spray Oils,
available olive, grapeseed or
avocado, are made with 100 per
cent pure ingredients. 

Alessia spray oil are propel-
lant free. The oil is contained
inside a bag. Inside the bottle is
compressed air that is separate
from the bag and its contents. 

With only five calories per
spray., One second of spray oil is
enough to season any dish. 

Ideal for portion control, the
versatile nozzle allows you to
use the product in three differ-
ent ways: Spray, Stream or Drip.

Blue Diamond Single Pouch Packs

Healthy Snacking means a lot
more to a lot more people these
days than it used to. Carrot  and
celery sticks are still great but
there are many more portable
nutritious and delicious snack
items readily available. A perfect
example is the 23g per single
pouch packs of Blue Diamond
brand almonds. Each single ‘snack
pack’ contains a healthy, tasty
serving of key nutrients needed to
get through those mid/late after-
noon/morning “hunger hits”. Just

the right amount per serving to successfully “tide over” 6 - 60-year
old’s till lunch or dinner time. 

Finally, A Bacteria 
That Is Actually Good
for You!

Life Choice Inc. has introduced Lak-
tokhan Probiotic Complex, benefiting nat-
ural healthy gut flora and improved health. 

With 10 billion CFU, each strain is clinical-
ly tested, shelf stable, dairy free and vegan.
Human strain provides added resistance
against colonization and invasion of
pathogens. 

The prebiotic Inulin feeds only the good bacteria and is blister
packed to prevent oxidation. 

Laktokhan Probiotic Complex helps to manage acute infectious
diarrhea, and helps manage antibiotic-associated diarrhea.

Level Ground Trading Extends
Product Lines

Level Ground Trading has intro-
duced a new Winter blend for their
deliciously balanced blend of
African coffees that is Fair Trade
and Organic, available for a limited
time. The company has also
extended their lineup of organical-
ly grown, Fair Trade teas by adding
Lemongrass and Chai to their
biodegradable tea pyramid line.

Create High Quality Choux Pastry
with Tegral Clara Ultra

Puratos Canada has introduced the
Tegral Clara Ultra. This is the newest
addition to the pâtisserie mixes that
creates choux pastry such as éclairs,
profiteroles and Paris Brest. Tegral
Clara Ultra is a clean(er) label base
which lets you create high quality
choux pastry resulting in great consis-
tency every time.  Whether you are in
a café in France or a pastry shop is
Bangkok, the éclair is that must-have
pâtisserie trend around the world.   

Olymel’s 100 per cent Nitrite and
Phosphate-Free Cold Cuts 

According to a SOM survey conducted on behalf of Olymel,, nearly
half (47 per cent) of consumers of deli meats are concerned about
nitrites in cold cuts. To address this issue, Olymel has introduced a
new line of sliced deli meat that is 100 per cent free of nitrites and
phosphates: Black Forest Smoked Ham, Old Fashioned Smoked Ham
and Smoked Turkey Breast.  Certified gluten-free and with no added
sugar, these three new deli meats are made from an artful blend of
innovative ingredients.

Less Is More: The New Activia Pure

Activia, Canada’s best-selling yogurt
brand, has launched the new Activia Pure.
The plain yogurt made with 100 per cent
all-natural ingredients, combines a deli-
cious taste, rich and smooth texture with
the benefits of Activia’s exclusive B.L.
Regularis probiotic culture.

Made with only the simple ingredients –
skim milk, cream, skim milk powder, active
probiotic culture B.L. Regularis and active
bacterial cultures – Activia Pure is antici-
pated to be especially popular with con-
sumers in search of a rich, creamy plain yogurt with no added sugar

that can be enjoyed either on its own or cus-
tomized as part of a snack or meal. The prod-
uct was crafted to offer a smooth, delicate
flavour not typically associated with plain
yogurt. For those with a sweeter tooth, Activia
Pure is also available in a Plain Sweetened
flavour, with the addition, namely, of 100 per
cent natural cane sugar and lemon juice.

Drawing on more than three decades of
research and development, Activia Pure

enhances the brand’s portfolio with an all-natural plain yogurt that
is available in a variety of sizes and formats. In fact, Activia Pure
will be the only regular plain yogurt with probiotics in the grocery
aisle available in individual 100-gram portions, in addition to a
larger-format container. 

Guru Energy Continues to Innovate
With “Organic Lite”

GURU continues to grow rapidly and innovate
by introducing monk fruit as a natural sweetener
to its “ORGANIC LITE” drink, a first in Canada.

Used for centuries in traditional Chinese medi-
cine for its antioxidant properties, monk fruit
draws its name from the Buddhist monks who
once cultivated the fruit. Originally from South-
east Asia and known as the “longevity fruit”, its
flesh has a sweetening power 300 times that of
white sugar. Its sweet taste comes from the juice
of the monk fruit and is naturally flavoured, pro-
viding a fruity taste but without the calories. 

“We are proud to offer Canadian consumers
certified organic products for health and energy
that are low in calories and free of artificial sweeteners. ORGANIC
LITE was a challenge for us because we wanted to remain faithful to
the taste of the original product. We are thrilled to introduce monk
fruit, a natural sweetener with remarkable benefits.  It’s a first in
Canada,” said Carl Goyette, vice-president of sales and marketing.
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Western Grocer magazine recently
had the opportunity to catch up with
Paul Werynski, sales director, Carlton

Cards, to discuss the greeting card category
and how retailers can make it a powerful
profit centre for their store.

The greeting card category in Canada is val-
ued at approximately $600M CDN or over
200M cards and, according to Werynski, gro-
cery is the second largest channel for distrib-
ution. Since 2014, the market share of the gro-
cery channel has grown in the West, in large
part, “to the commitment to the category that
we see from our partners in the region.”

What follows is our Q&A with Werynski:

WG: How has the market changed in terms
of the type of cards being purchased, 
including e-cards?

Werynski: While e-cards and text messag-
ing are available, they do not currently rep-
resent a meaningful share of the category.
Many card giving/sending situations are very
personal and a card delivered via email or
text message wouldn’t necessarily be appro-
priate.  I do think that apps like our “Just
Wink” platform can absolutely play a role in
how we connect with friends, etc. but it’s
hard to imagine sending a Mother’s Day or
sympathy card electronically.

In fact, we see “heavy loyals” in the
category more engaged on social media
platforms because they
value meaningful connec-
tions in their lives.   So, in
many ways today’s tech-
nology can augment the
category rather than hurt it
and for those who love the
art of communication they
have many social tools avail-
able to them to keep those
circles growing but when
those relationships are truly
meaningful they reach out
to our brands to help sup-
port their need for authentic
connection

In terms of the category,
we see continued growth in
both the premium end of the
category (driven by our Papyrus brand) as
well as the more value-based offerings avail-
able in the dollar channel.  Premium cards
from brands like  Papyrus have shown a
surge in popularity and when strategically
placed in stores as a  complement  to the

greeting card  department  we are seeing a
new  premium  shopper attracted to that
department and an increase in sales

WG: What is the principal demographic for
cards? How would you describe this customer
base in term of its value to retailers? 

Werynski: In general terms, people of all
ages buy the category.   However, the prima-
ry purchaser of greeting cards looks a lot like
a core grocery customer:  Female head of
household with at least one child in the

house, post-secondary edu-
cated with average to above
average income.

The greeting card cus-
tomer can serve as a pro-
fitable basket-builder for
the grocery channel.   Greet-
ing cards are highly prof-
itable and can significantly
increase the margin/profit
generated by a basket of
products.

While greeting cards aren’t
a ‘traffic driver’, it is a high-
ly planned purchase with a
very specific use in mind.

Shoppers overwhelmingly
tell us that this is a category
that they enjoy browsing

and will go to another store to find the
‘perfect’ card if need be.   Assortment is crit-
ical in terms of driving conversion in this cat-
egory, for example: you can’t have one
‘happy birthday daughter’ card because that
daughter could be 3, 10, 25 or 45 years old

and therefore you have to maintain an
adequate selection for customers.

WG: How does Carlton Cards design its 
merchandising programs with retailers? 
How does it help the retailer connect with
those customers?

Werynski: We customize our programs to
the meet the needs of the channel, chain,
region, province, etc.   We are fortunate to be
partners with most of Canada’s leading
retailers and we work with them using the
tools and insights that we have in conjunc-
tion with their own shopper insights/tools
such as loyalty card data.

Retailers who invest in the category by
providing the right amount of space in a vis-
ible location while taking advantage of our
in-store marketing capabilities are the most
successful in this category. Carlton Cards
looks at each store individually and has a
proprietary, formalized process for providing
the optimal greeting card department for
that store.

WG: How should retailers determine the
amount of space devoted to their card 
sections?

Werynski: We have proprietary tools and
resources that can help arrive at that answer
based on the specific store location which
we discuss with each of our retail partners.

Our goal is to always arrive at what is opti-
mal for the shopper, with the ultimate objec-
tive being increased conversion that drives
profitable basket growth. ●

A Powerful Profit Centre
Carlton Cards comments on opportunities in the greeting card category

Paul Werynski, sales director,
Carlton Cards 

By Frank Yeo  
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From glamourous gems and 
sparkling glitter to paper
sculpture, embroidery and 
so much more.

Papyrus is the perfect
brand to enhance your
card department and 
increase sales!

 

For more information on 
Papyrus or any of our other 
industry leading brands 
contact your Carlton Cards 
Representative 
at 1-800-663-CARD

Canada s #1 greeting card
company invites you to
add flair and style to your
greeting card department.


